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WARNING 

 
 

This document has no contractual value. The data contained is solely provided on an 
information basis in order to give a global view of the market organised by Powernext 
SA. Powernext SA does not guarantee its accuracy or exhaustiveness. The readers 
are solely responsible of the use of this information, and Powernext SA accepts no 
responsibility for consequences resulting from the use of this information.    
 
This document was provided as requested or downloaded on Powernext SA’s website, 
and does not represent a solicitation of the reader from Powernext SA. In particular, 
the reasons of intervention and the numbered examples are provided on an illustrative 
basis. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Powernext SA was incorporated on July 31st 2001 in order to manage the French power 
exchange. Powernext SA is endowed with a 11 470 660 euros equity capital and its 
shareholders are among the major actors of electricity trading and financial markets.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On November 26th 2001, Day-ahead contracts were launched to create an indisputable short 
term price reference for the French power market and to provide market players with the 
tools necessary for managing the day-ahead balance of their portfolio. The French market is 
now more mature and complex, involving many more actors with diversified interests. The 
quotation of futures contracts on Powernext® has imposed itself naturally, as market 
environment has become more and more sophisticated. Futures contracts allow 
Powernext®’s members to hedge and manage price risk but also to set up arbitrage 
strategies and to take advantage of favourable market trends. The futures market is also a 
source of information on prices time structure, providing a useful insight on what electricity 
will be worth in a month, a quarter or a year.   
 
By selling or buying a futures contract on Powernext FuturesTM, members trade : 

 A committing agreement to buy (or to sell) a specified quantity of electricity at a fixed 
price, with physical settlement consisting of delivery of the electricity by the seller and 
payment by the buyer, during a fixed period and with a specific load profile (baseload or 
peakload). The physical settlement is done through nomination to the grid. 

 A standardised financial instrument which characteristics and trading method are 
determined by POWERNEXT SA, the institution in charge of the management of the 
French power exchange. 

 
Trading futures contracts on an exchange has many advantages : 
 

 Optimal risk management with minimum cost, 
 Fair treatment of all counterparties in a safe environment exempt of default risk, 
 Intervention of many market players with diversified profiles and interests, 
 Efficient and transparent price discovery thanks to a centralized and anonymous trading 

system, 
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 Totally fungible contracts allowing traders to easily open and close their positions before 
delivery, 

 Immediate and very wide broadcasting of market prices.     
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CHAPTER 1 MARKET MODEL 
 

1. Specifications 
 
The market model chosen by POWERNEXT SA aims to fit as closely as possible with the 
French market characteristics : 
 

 Products covering a wide delivery horizon (from one month until two years, baseload 
and peakload) which characteristics are compatible with those of the French OTC 
market, 

 A market directly accessible to every member whether or not Investment 
Service Provider, 

 A centralized and anonymous trading system, accessible via the Internet and 
allowing real time orders matching at the best possible price, 

 A clearing system implemented by LCH.Clearnet SA allowing for an efficient 
management of risk default , supported by  risk margining and margin calls, 

 Positions still open on the last trading day are physically delivered via a daily 
nomination to RTE (Réseau de Transport d’Electricité) during the delivery period. 
That characteristic might change in the future for a financial settlement. 

 

2. Regulation 
 

2.1 Legal nature of contracts 
 
Powernext FuturesTM’s contracts are firm contracts dealing with electricity delivery on the 
French grid. Under financial law, futures contracts are financial instruments  

2.2 Regulation authorities 
 
POWERNEXT SA is an investment company which manages a multilateral trading facility 
agreed by the Comité des Etablissements de Crédit et des Entreprises d’Investissement on 
the advice of the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF). The Commission de Régulation de 
l’Energie (CRE) and the DIDEME (French Ministry of Finance) also take part in 
Powernext®’s supervision. The regulatory model for this market is equivalent to the model 
applicable to the day-ahead market, under the combined jurisdictions of the French Energy 
Regulation Commission (CRE) and the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF). 

 
POWERNEXT SA made the choice of a strong regulation in order to be able to offer to its 
members a secure and supervised market environment. In particular, Powernext is obliged to 
systematically submit to the AMF and the CRE all information regarding transactions on 
futures contracts in order to detect any unusual market behaviour.  

 

2.2.1 The Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF)  
 

The AMF is the body in charge of the regulation and of the monitoring of both regulated and 
OTC markets. The AMF takes all decisions required to ensure the proper working of markets:  
 

 It supervises compliance of Investment Service Providers with the proper working 
rules.  

 It approves Investment Service Providers business plan.  
 It oversees the compliance of the transactions performed on a regulated exchange. 
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2.2.2 The Commission de Régulation de l’Energie (CRE)  
 

The CRE’s two main missions concern access rights to the public electricity transport and 
distribution grid, and electricity market regulation. 
 
Consequently, the CRE has a number of tasks. More specifically, it: 
 

  Ensures RTE’s economic and accounting autonomy vis-à-vis EDF and, in doing so, 
guarantees that grid access tariffs are transparent and neutral. 

  Approves RTE’s annual investment programme. 
 Recommends grid-use tariffs that are ultimately put into law by the Ministry of Energy.  
 Puts into place production-related calls for tenders for all new market entrants. 
 Plays an arbitrating role between new market competition objectives and public service 

commitments. 
 Generally speaking, CRE is legally obliged to ensure the smooth running of the electricity 

market. 
 

2.3 Legal framework 
 

2.3.1 Trading Agreement 
 
To become a Powernext FuturesTM’s member, applicants must sign with POWERNEXT SA 
the trading agreement which contains an undertaking to comply with the market rules.   
 
The trading agreement also defines : 

- the conditions under which the member will carry on its trading business,  
- the terms and arrangements for using the technical access facilities that 

POWERNEXT SA makes available to members 
- the services provided by POWERNEXT SA that are not defined in the market rules or 

their annexes 
 
Market rules set forth the general functioning of the market, the nature of tradable contracts 
and the terms under which the member and POWERNEXT SA carry out their respective 
rights and duties.  
 

2.3.2 Clearing 
 
Trading on Powernext FuturesTM is secured by having LCH.Clearnet SA as central 
counterparty. LCH.Clearnet SA guarantees the financial settlements and the delivery of the 
electricity that has not yet been nominated to RTE, i.e. electricity volumes which delivery is to 
start the day after tomorrow at the earliest. LCH.Clearnet SA guaranty is made effective 
because of the implementation of a master  agreement  for derivatives transactions on 
Powernext® approved by the EFET. Clearers must give LCH.Clearnet SA a delivery 
mandate which terms are included in the master agreement.  
 
If the member is not a Payment Participant, he must sign with a bank (a Payment Participant) 
a PP-DPES agreement1 in order to define the terms under what conditions  financial 
settlements will be handled by LCH.Clearnet SA. For the applicants being already Day 
Ahead Market members, they will be able to use the existing PP-DPES agreement, 
amending their payment limit. 
 

                                                 
1 Payment Participant- Direct Participant to External System, ie LCH.Clearnet SA settlement system. 
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2.3.3. Delivery 
 
Réseau de Transport de l’Electricité (RTE) guarantees that the electricity is actually injected 
into or withdrawn from the grid, in accordance with  the commitments made on Powernext 
FuturesTM  market. Trading on Powernext FuturesTM takes place within the structure of 
balance responsible and imbalance settlement mechanisms implemented by RTE. All 
transactions must necessarily be affected to a balance responsible entity perimeter.  

 All clearers (individual and general) must be a balance responsible entity or be 
linked to one inside their corporation for risk management purpose.  

 Trading members being their own individual clearer must also be their own 
balance responsible for nomination purpose.  

 Trading members resorting to a general clearer must either be linked to the 
balance perimeter of their clearer or to a third party’s one or use their own balance 
perimeter.   

 
The fact that a trading member designates a balance perimeter different from the one of its 
general clearer does not release the general clearer from the obligation of being balance 
responsible because its perimeter will have to be used in case the trading member’s balance 
responsible entity defaults.  
A nomination mandate must also be implemented between the balance responsible entity 
and POWERNEXT SA in order to allow POWERNEXT SA to nominate every day RTE on 
behalf of trading members, all positions with physical delivery on the following day. Clearers 
must give LCH.Clearnet SA a delivery mandate which terms are included in the Clearing 
Agreement and included in the Clearing Agreement and the Master Agreement. 

 

2.4 Price Committee 
 
Before being active on Powernext FuturesTM, each member company must designate two 
individuals who will take part in the price committee. POWERNEXT SA can seek advice from 
the price committee in order to obtain reference market prices in certain cases defined by the 
market rules (BOM price, settlement price…). When the price committee is consulted, three 
individuals at least are contacted. Each individual consulted must have been designated by a 
different company member.   
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3. Legal framework by organisational type 
 

3.1 The trading member is its own individual clearer and its own balance responsible 
entity 
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3.2 The trading member is its own balance responsible entity and resorts to a general 
clearer 
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3.3 The trading member resorts to a general clearer also acting as its balance 
responsible entity 
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3.4. The trading member resorts to a general clearer and designates a third party as 
balance responsible entity 
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CHAPTER 2 MEMBERS 
 
Two kinds of participants are active on Powernext FuturesTM market : trading members and 
clearers. The trading member is in charge of trading for its own accounts and the clearer is in 
charge of managing financial aspects pertaining to trades (initial margin and variation margin 
payment, fees…). 
 
 

1 Trading members 
 

1.1. Responsibility 
 
Contracts are accessible to Powernext FuturesTM trading members admitted to operate on 
the futures trading platform  of the  exchange. Members trade only in their own name and 
for their own account.  
 
Members do not have to be investment service providers (except for certain countries such 
as Switzerland). French members, on the other hand, must be entitled to buy and sell 
electricity in France and be declared to the Ministry in charge of the energy. 
 
Trading on Powernext FuturesTM involves a clearing agreement, either with LCH.Clearnet SA 
or a clearer, covering  and claiming debts from transactions. Each trading member can :  

 be their own individual clearer, 
 or designate the general clearer of their choice. 

       
 

1.2 Membership 
 
A company willing to gain access must submit an application to POWERNEXT SA. This 
application must also include all of the relevant information. 
 
More specifically, the membership application must include the following: 
 

 The Trading Agreement (the terms of which are standardised by POWERNEXT SA), 
duly signed and initialled,  

 The Master Agreement (EFET Master Agreement for Derivative Transactions on 
Powernext®) signed with LCH.Clearnet SA if the member clears its own trades or third-
party’s or a Clearing Agreement signed with a general clearer if the member wishes to 
delegate clearing.  

 For French applicants, a document proving that they have been declared to the 
Ministry in charge of energy and therefore are authorized to buy and sell 
electricity.  

 A Balance Responsible Contract or an agreement of attachment to a third party 
balance perimeter (possibly the one of a general clearer).  

 
Traders must prove their ability to use the trading system and must attend a course about 
Powernext FuturesTM market structure, products characteristics, clearing and delivery 
mechanisms.  
 
POWERNEXT SA shall terminate a trading member’s membership and the trading 
agreement in the following cases: 

 failure to comply with the market rules or the trading agreement 
 termination of the balance responsible contract 
 termination of the clearing agreement. 
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Powernext SA shall then inform the other members of the termination through an official 
notice.  
 

2. Clearers 
 
By being LCH.Clearnet SA’s sole contacts, clearers register in their books the transactions 
carried out for their own account or for third parties and manage the positions and the 
corresponding settlements. As far as trading on Powernext FuturesTM is concerned, there are 
two kinds of clearers: 

 Individual clearers that are clearing their proprietary account, do not need to be 
Investment Service Providers. 

 General clearers that are clearing their proprietary account and their clients’, must be 
Investment Services Providers. 

 

2.1 Individual clearers 

2.1.1 Responsibility 
 
Individual clearers (IC) register in their books the transactions carried out for their account as 
trading member. Initial and variation margins called by LCH.Clearnet SA to guaranty 
market’s safety  are computed at the clearer account’s level. In case a clearer defaults, the 
central counterparty must fulfil the clearer’s obligations towards the other clearers. Regarding 
delivery management, individual clearers must be their own balance responsible.  
 

2.1.2 Membership 
 
Clearer’s membership is granted by LCH.Clearnet SA’s Risk Committee, on the basis of a 
membership file proving the firm's solvency.   
 
The membership file must include: 

 The Master Agreement (EFET Master Agreement for Derivative Transactions on 
Powernext®) signed with LCH.Clearnet SA. 

 A Balance Responsible Contract signed with RTE 
 Updated documents enabling an assessment of the candidate’s legal and financial 

status and representation (articles of memorandum, list of directors, list of the main 
shareholders, annual report, etc.). The clearer is subject to capital requirements. The 
capital requirements are designed to ensure the adequacy of the financial backing of 
members in line with the international principles of risk management. IC must at all times 
maintain equity capital of, at least, EURO 10 million. The total capital requirement 
may be covered by a letter of credit issued by a credit institution or a parent company.  
Equity capital is defined as capital plus reserves plus retained earnings minus losses. 
Letters of credit need to be validated by an independent legal opinion.  

2.2 General clearers 

2.2.1 Responsibility 
 
General clearers register in their book the transactions traded for their own account and the 
transactions handled by the trading members with which they signed a clearing agreement. It 
is their responsibility to call initial and variation margins from their clients according to the 
same method and parameters that those applied by LCH.Clearnet SA. If a trading member 
defaults, its clearer must fulfill its obligations towards LCH.Clearnet SA. If a clearer defaults, 
the central counterparty must fulfil the clearer’s obligations towards the other clearers. 
General clearers must be balance responsible even if they have not been designated by their 
trading members to provide them with that service. It is also highly recommended that 
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general clearers become member of Powernext Day-Ahead™. The purpose of these 
procedures is to facilitate the management of a potential default of a trading member by their 
clearer. 
 

2.2.2 Membership 
 
Clearers membership is granted by LCH.Clearnet SA’s Risk Committee on the basis of a 
membership file demonstrating the firm's solvency.   
 
The membership file must include: 
 

 The Master Agreement (EFET Master Agreement for Derivative Transactions on 
Powernext®) signed with LCH.Clearnet SA. 

 A Balance Responsible Contract signed with RTE 
 Updated documents enabling an assessment of the candidate’s legal and financial 

status and representation (articles of memorandum, list of directors, list of the main 
shareholders, annual report, etc.). The clearer is subject to capital requirements. The 
capital requirements are designed to ensure the adequacy of the financial backing of 
members in line with the international principles of risk management. Any general clearer 
must at all times maintain equity capital of, at least, EURO 25 million. No letter of 
credit or bank guarantee is accepted to cover capital requirement. 

 
LCH.Clearnet SA periodically determines whether the members comply with the capital 
requirements. For this purpose, clearers are required to send on a regular basis updated 
information  to LCH.Clearnet SA. 
 

3. Quotation providers  
 
Quotation providers are trading members which undertake to enter buy and sell orders 
priced within a spread set by POWERNEXT SA, with a view to improving market liquidity. 
Quotation providers operate under a set of performance requirements, defined by 
POWERNEXT SA, which set forth their rights and obligations. 
 
In recognition of the additional liquidity they bring to the market, quotation providers can 
benefit from benefit of discount negotiated contractually. 
 
POWERNEXT SA updates and makes public the quotation providers list. 

 
 

4 Fees structure 
 
Fees are divided into five parts : 
 

 Entrance fee, 
 Annual fee, 
 Trading fee, 
 Clearing fee, 
 Delivery fee. 
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Trading member 
 
 
Entrance fee         25 000 €1 

 
Annual fee         30 000 € 1 and 2 

 
Trading fee         0,005 €/MWh 
 
 
 
1  reduced to 10 000 € if already a member of Powernext Day-AheadTM 

2 reduced to 4 000 € in the case of general clearers trading only to manage the default of one 
of their clients   
 
The annual fee entitles to the implementation of two trading accesses. Each additional 
trading access will be  invoiced an extra 4 000 € a year. A reduction of 2500 € will be made 
on annual fees for members who request the set-up of one user licence only. 
 
 
Clearer 
 
Clearing fee         0,015 €/MWh 
 
Delivery fee         0,02 €/MWh 
 
 
 
General clearers must also be trading members of Powernext Futures™, eventually within a 
limited framework allowing them to trade only in case they have to manage a client’s 
defaulting position. The general clearers trading on Powernext Futures™ only in case one of 
their client defaults are only required to pay a limited annual fee of 4 000 €. They also enjoy 
special tariffs on Powernext Day-Ahead™. They are not charged the entrance fee and are 
only required to pay a limited annual fee of 1 000 €.  
 
These reduced annual fees give access to one trading account only on each market, which is 
activated only to manage the position of a defaulting client. 
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CHAPTER 3 PRODUCTS 
 

1. Specifications 
 

 Baseload Peakload 
Underlying The physical power delivered 

24h a day on the French hub 
during the delivery period 

The physical power delivered 
during the peak hours (8 am to 

8 pm) on the French hub 
during the delivery period 

(holidays included, weekends 
excluded) 

Delivery periods 3 Months 
4 Quarters 

2 Years  

3 Months 
4 Quarters 

2 Years  
Nominal 1 MW x 24hours x number of 

days=number of MWh (744 
MWh for 31 days) 

1 MWx12 hours x number of 
peak days=number of MWh 

(240MWh for 20 days) 
Price tick 0.01 € 
Volume tick 1 MW 
Trading hours 9:00 am - 4:00 pm (CET) on business days  
Daily settlement price Last traded price or a proxy 
Clearing  All contracts are cleared as one or a series of individual months 
Daily variation margin Variation margins are calculated as the delta of value of the 

position valued at daily settlement price minus previous daily 
settlement price or traded price for the new open or closed 
positions 

First trading day The first trading day following the closing of a contract 
Last trading day The first business day prior to the calendar day preceding the 

first day of the delivery month 
Settlement Physical delivery 
Last Settlement Price The last traded price or an average of the last prices or any price 

fixed by the Exchange as the reference price for delivery 
Method of last 
settlement 

Open position on the last trading day are delivered (nominated to 
RTE every day of the delivery period and the money amount is 
called to the purchaser) 

 
 

2 How to use futures ? 
 

2.1 Strategies 
 
Derivatives products are necessary in a sophisticated and mature environment. Depending 
on their activity, traders use them for different strategies. 
 

 Hedging 
 

Futures contract is a useful tool to manage price risk. Suppliers and buyers can hedge 
against unfavourable price volatility. In a similar way, they can stabilize a variable buying or 
selling price indexed on a short-term reference price such as Powernext daily Day-ahead.  
 
 

 Arbitrage and speculation 
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Arbitrage involves activity on several different instruments or assets simultaneously to take 
advantage of price distortions judged to be only temporary. As far as speculation is 
concerned, it aims to search for a profit resulting from a correct anticipation of future price 
movements. Powernext futures contracts are very similar to the products traded on the OTC 
market, which makes arbitrage strategies easier. 
 
 

 Developing risk management business 
 
This activity consists in providing risk management services. Insurance companies, banks 
and certain electricity suppliers may wish to develop structured products for their customers 
and shift some of their risk on the futures organised market.   
 

2.2 Examples 
 
A supplier on the French market has a contract with a customer by which it is committed to 
supply electricity every day in May 2004, 24 hours a day, at a price totally indexed on 
Powernext Day-aheadTM price. As the supplier purchases the electricity to a producer at a 
fixed price, its income is uncertain. To fix in advance its sale price, the supplier can :  
 

 Sell Powernext futures contracts May 2004 Baseload on March 30th at a price of 22 
€/MWh 

 The last settlement date for that contract is April 29th and the last settlement price is 
24,01 €/MWh. The cumulated variation margins amounts to (22-24,01)*744 = -1495,44€ 
by contract, payable by the supplier . 

 The futures becomes physical on April 30th : in total, the supplier is paid 17 863,44 € by 
contract. 

 Simultaneously, it supplies electricity daily to its customer at Powernext Day-aheadTM 
price. To cancel its exposition on the variable leg, the supplier buys every day the same 
quantity of electricity on Powernext Day-AheadTM.  

 Finally, the supplier has reached its objective : its supply cost is fixed at 22 €/MWh, 
mitigating the uncertainty of its income.   

 

3. Liquidity and market efficiency 
 
Liquidity is a criterion for measuring the efficiency of the market. The liquidity of a contract is 
estimated by the possibility for an investor to introduce or remove a significant quantity 
without provoking a major price change. Liquidity depends on several and various factors 
such as interest of end users, presence of quotation providers, strict definition of contract 
specifications, or reasonable costs for market access. Once liquidity has been established for 
a contract, it attracts other futures market professionals, creating a snowballing effect.  
 
POWERNEXT SA has also made various provisions which contribute to increase the liquidity 
of contracts, to guarantee its transparency and ensure the safety of transactions.  
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 CHAPTER 4- CLEARING 
 
 
Clearing services are provided by the LCH.Clearnet group, which is the result of the merger 
between two companies LCH Ltd and Clearnet SA since the 1st January 2004. 
 
LCH.Clearnet Ltd (formerly LCH Ltd) is the central counterparty clearing house for the 
exchanges Euronext.liffe, IPE, LME, and others including Endex, LSE, and virt-x. 
LCH.Clearnet Ltd also offers a broad range of services in relation to the OTC interest rate 
swap, bond and repo markets. LCH.Clearnet SA, a credit institution under French law 
(formerly Clearnet SA), is the sole clearing house and central counterparty for markets 
operated by Euronext (excluding Euronext.liffe). LCH.Clearnet SA clears trades for 
Powernext Day-Ahead™ market and also clears repos and bonds. 
 
In deeper details, LCH.Clearnet SA will legally provide the guarantee of payments and 
delivery to the members of the Powernext FuturesTM derivatives market, while LCH.Clearnet 
Ltd will provide the technical and functional softwares to perform so, as an ISV provider. That 
is why, all the relationship between members and LCH.Clearnet group will be managed via 
LCH.Clearnet SA. 
 
The market model established by Powernext SA enables members to implement trading or 
hedging strategies without having to manage counterparty risks, which is an advantage 
compared to the situation on the OTC market. 
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1. Recording transactions  

1.1. Novation 
 
The transactions are made anonymously. Immediately following their recording in the 
clearing system, LCH.Clearnet SA steps in between the buyer and the seller: it is called a 
novation principle. Starting then, the central counterparty accepts the risk of default of one 
of the counterparties, and guarantees the other counterparty that the initial contract terms are 
respected. In the general clearing scheme, the clearer replaces the trader in front of 
LCH.Clearnet SA and LCH.Clearnet SA replaces the clearer in front of the other clearers. 
Moreover, since the individual relationship between the buyer and the seller is abolished and 
the contracts are perfectly fungible, each of the counterparties has the possibility to undo his 
deal independently with any trading member.  
 

1.2. Transformation of positions 
 
Whatever the delivery period of the contract traded (Month, Quarter, Year), all transactions 
are converted in monthly positions and recorded as such in the clearing system. Baseload 
and peakload positions are recorded separately.  
 
 
For example, here are the contracts quoted in April 2004 and the related monthly positions 
recorded in the clearing system.  

 
 
Products Maturities quoted  

in April 2004 
Positions recorded  

in the clearing system 
May 04 May 04 
June 04 June 04 

 
Month 

July 04 July 04 
Quarter 3 04 Jul 04 - Aug 04 – Sep 04 
Quarter 4 04 Oct 04 – Nov 04 – Dec 04 
Quarter 1 05 Jan 05 – Feb 05 – Mar 05 

 
Quarter 

Quarter 2 05  Apr 05 – May 05 – Jun 05 
Cal 05 Jan 05-Feb 05-Mar 05-Apr 05-May 05-Jun 

05-Jul05-Aug 05-Sep 05-Oct 05-Nov 05-
Dec 05 

 
 
Year 

Cal 06 Jan 06-Feb 06-Mar 06-Apr 06-May 06-Jun 
06-Jul06-Aug 06-Sep 06-Oct 06-Nov 06-
Dec 06 

 
 
The same underlying monthly position can relate to different traded products. 
 

1.3. Account management 
 
As soon as a transaction is recorded in a trading account, it is also entered in LCH.Clearnet 
SA’s clearing system and affected to the position account relative of the clearer. This 
operation is called “posting”. One position account corresponds to one or several 
trading accounts (belonging to the same legal entity). Afterwards, all client positions are 
allocated to the Client settlement account, and all house accounts to the House settlement 
account. No netting is possible between the two settlement accounts. Quotation providers 
activity is isolated in a specific position account which, according to each case, can be 
affected in the House or Client settlement accounts.  
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An individual clearer has a House settlement account to which are attached several House 
position accounts. For example, each position account can be assigned to different “own 
account” trading activities (quotation providing, hedging, arbitrage, etc.).  
 
A general clearer has: 

 On one side a House settlement account to which several House position accounts are 
attached, 

 On the other side a Client settlement account to which are attached several Client 
position accounts. That allows the clearer to isolate any operation made on behalf of 
different trading members. 

 
Position accounts including delivery are managed on a net basis and are used for the 
determination of variation margins. Settlement accounts are managed product by product 
and are used for the determination of initial margins. 
 
To each position account corresponds a balance responsible assigned by the trader whose 
trades are recorded in this account, or directly by the clearer managing this account. The 
assigned balance responsible commits to accepting the nominations resulting from 
operations recorded in this account, and mandates Powernext SA to carry them out. 
 
 

2. Risk management before delivery period 
 
 
In order to manage the market risk that is involved with its function as central counterparty, 
LCH.Clearnet SA uses risk margining and margin calls (with intra-day risk assessment). 
Margin calls must reflect the replacement costs that LCH.Clearnet SA expects to bear in 
order to perform the obligations of a defaulting clearer. In defining its risk management 

N1 N2 Nn N1 N2 Nn N1 N2 Nn Comptes de 
négociation 

Individual 
Clearer 

General 
Clearer 

Settlement 
Accounts 

Position 
Accounts 

Trading 
Accounts 

House Accounts House Accounts Client Accounts 
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policy, LCH.Clearnet SA uses assumptions and methodologies, which comply with 
international risk management standards for clearing houses.  
 
Powernext FuturesTM contracts are physical delivery contracts and the “life” of each contract 
can be divided into a trading period and a delivery period. For this reason, the best way to 
operate margin calls is using a two-period structure, performing separate margin calls during 
the trading period and during the delivery period. LCH.Clearnet SA daily settles-to-market the 
price change of outstanding positions (variation margin and contingent margin) and in 
addition requires cover for the potential future price variations and replacement costs in case 
of a clearer default (initial margin). All types of margins ensure that LCH.Clearnet SA has 
sufficient resources to satisfy any losses that may incur as a result of liquidating the positions 
of a defaulting clearer. 
 
To perform margin calculations, LCH.Clearnet SA makes use of a simplified version of 
London SPAN® (Standard Portfolio Analysis of Risk), the latter being an internationally 
accepted risk-based margin system. The margin system requires a set of margin parameters, 
which are fixed by LCH.Clearnet SA. LCH.Clearnet SA performs regular statistical analysis to 
ensure that the margin parameters used as inputs are realistic and fit current market 
conditions for meeting the likely replacement costs in the event of default. These parameters 
can be adjusted at any time as a consequence of market conditions. 
 
General clearers shall call margin from their clients in amounts based on the same 
methodology and parameters as those used by LCH.Clearnet SA. 
 
 

2.1. Variation margin  
 

2.1.1. Daily Settlement price determination 
 
In order to value the position daily, Powernext SA determines the daily settlement prices for 
each tradable contract. At the end of the trading day, the daily settlement price is: 

 the last traded price, if it is within the last best spread, 
 if the last traded price is not within the last best spread, the bid or ask price closest to the 

last traded price, 
 if there is no traded price, the middle spread price, 
 If there is no traded price and no bid and ask spread, market participants can be asked to 

quote the listed contract through the price committee. 
 
In any case, LCH.Clearnet SA will remain responsible, in last resort, to determine the daily 
settlement price. 
 
The daily settlement prices of the listed products Month, Quarter and Year are passed on to 
the trading members for information purposes, but are not used for the clearing part which 
only requires the settlement prices relative to the underlying monthly positions. 
 
The rule for determining the daily settlement prices of the monthly positions is the 
following: 
 

 When the delivery dates do not overlap :  
• the daily settlement prices of the monthly positions are those of the listed month 

contracts.  
• the daily settlement prices of the corresponding monthly positions are those of the 

listed quarter contract.  
• the daily settlement prices of the corresponding monthly positions are those of the 

listed year contract.  
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 When the maturity dates overlap :   
• When the month, quarter and year contracts are listed at the same time, the shortest 

maturity serves as the basis for the calculation.  
• When a quarter and several listed month contracts overlap, the daily settlement price of 

the month positions making up for the quarter must be such that the average of the 
settlement prices is the same as the settlement price of the quoted quarter contract. 

  
Example: 
Listed contracts  September October November December Quarter   

(Oct-Dec) 

Daily settlement price of listed  
products (€/MWh) 25 26 28 Not quoted 27.5 

Daily settlement price  
of month positions (€/MWh) 25 26 28 28.5 - 

 
The settlement prices of the monthly positions are sent to the clearers. Each month covered 
by a quoted product corresponds to a baseload settlement price and a peakload settlement 
price. 
 

2.1.2. Calculation 
 
Variation margins represent the re-evaluation of the position at the current market conditions, 
i.e. settlement-to-market. Variation margins are computed at position levels.   
For a given position, the calculation of the variation margin is performed as follows: 

 on the trading day, the value is equal to the difference between the trading price and the 
daily settlement price of the corresponding month, multiplied by the position; 

 on other days, the value is equal to the difference between the daily settlement price of 
the corresponding month and the settlement price of the previous day, multiplied by the 
position. 

 

2.2. Initial margin before delivery 
 
A matrix is available, allowing clearers to simulate initial margins calculations. That matrix is 
available on Powernext’s web site (www.powernext.fr) in the “Downloading” section. 
 

2.2.1. Calculation methodology 
 
Initial margins cover the potential future price variations and the replacement costs in case of 
a clearer’s default, taking into account diversification due to different contract positions. Initial 
margins are calculated irrespective of delivery periods on a net basis for each clearer’s 
settlement account.  
 
The initial margin is the sum of three entities: 

 the outright margin and the spread margin, which reflect future replacement costs 
under unfavourable scenarios and which are measured via the scanning risk rate and the 
spread margin rate, respectively; 

 the portfolio saving, which provides an offset between contracts taking into account the 
relation between baseload and peakload contracts, and which is defined by the portfolio 
saving rate. 

 
Initial margins are re-evaluated daily to account for new and expired positions. They are 
based on the re-evaluation of a clearer’s position under a set of scenarios, defined by a 
group of parameters. LCH.Clearnet SA sets the parameters used in the margin calculations. 
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The parameters are subject to periodical revision and they might be modified at 
LCH.Clearnet SA’s discretion should circumstances require it. The tables below (Table 1 and 
Table 2) contain the parameters implemented on the  Powernext Futures™ market. The 
clearing system handles only monthly contracts, thus two set of margin parameters are 
needed: one for the baseload and one for the peakload contract. The natural choice is the 
parameter referring to the monthly contracts. 
 

Table 1: Margin parameters (as at 31/12/04) 
 Scanning risk Spread margin Portfolio saving 
Baseload 2,6 €/MWh 2 €/MWh 60 % 
Peakload 3,8 €/MWh 2,7 €/MWh 60 % 

 

2.2.1.1. The scanning risk parameter 
 
The scanning risk parameter defines the range of price fluctuations of the futures contracts 
taken into account in the margin calculation (scan range).  The aim is to calculate potential 
losses induced by an unfavourable price evolution during the period in which LCH.Clearnet 
SA runs the risk on the position of a defaulting clearer. The scanning risk parameter is used 
to compute the outright margin, according to the formula : 
 
outright margin = scanning risk parameter * total net position. 
 
The scanning risk is set based upon the absolute value of the two-day price variations as 
observed during a sample period. This two-day period is based on the minimum period 
between the day a clearer has paid its margins and the day that LCH.Clearnet SA might be 
able to liquidate the position. Moreover, no trade is possible (and no margins are collected) 
during the weekend so that it may take more than two days to liquidate a defaulting position. 
The parameters corresponding to the two-day (absolute) price variations at a standard 
probability level are chosen. 
 
 

2.2.1.2. The spread margin parameter 
 

The spread margin parameter takes into account the time structure of the futures contracts, 
as it measures the spread between different months to come. The parameter is used to 
compute the spread margin, according to the formula: 
 
spread margin = spread margin parameter * min(buy position; sell position). 
 
The spread margin parameter is set based upon the absolute relative differences between 
the two-day returns (absolute price variations) of two expires on one business day. The 
parameters corresponding to the two-day price differences at a probability confidence level 
are chosen.  
 

2.2.1.3. The portfolio saving  
 
The portfolio saving is applied to opposite baseload and peakload positions only. It is 
calculated as follows : 
 
Portfolio saving = min(outright baseload position, outright peakload position) 
*scanning risk parameter * portfolio saving rate 
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The reduction is computed and applied to the baseload initial margin and to the peakload 
initial margin. The portfolio saving rate is determined by the correlation between the price 
differences of base and peakload contracts.  
 

2.2.2. Collateral  
 
As a guarantee, the clearers commit to turn over to LCH.Clearnet SA in full ownership: 
 

 currencies in Euros or other eligible currencies   
 eligible securities as described in the Clearing Agreement. 

 
See Chapter 7 for more details. 
 

3. Last settlement of contracts 
 

3.1.Principle 
 
The positions on the upcoming month that have not been closed at the settlement of the 
contract are passed onto the delivery process:  
 

 the futures position is morphed into a physical position. The physical position diminishes 
daily of the amount of MWh corresponding to today’s delivery and eventually to the 
delivery of the days after if they are not business days.   

 the deliverable part of the traded quantities is nominated to RTE on a daily basis for 
delivery the following day, 

 the corresponding amounts valued at the last settlement price are collected from the 
buyers and paid to the sellers, 

 the positions still to be delivered are secured by a delivery margin.  
 

3.2.Last settlement price 
 
The contracts month ceases to be tradable on the business day preceding the day before the 
first delivery day. On the last trading day, POWERNEXT SA sets the contract’s last 
settlement price. In order to do so, POWERNEXT SA takes the following into account: 
 

 the last traded price, if it is located within the best bid/ask spread 
 the buying or selling order price which is the closest to the last traded price if the latter is 

located outside the best bid/ask spread  
 the price average of the best buying order and the best selling order if there is no last 

traded price  
 the prices provided by the price committee if there are no orders in the order book. 

 
If the rules above result in a settlement price which is not representative of the market, 
POWERNEXT SA reserves the right to take market conditions into account to determine the 
last settlement price. 
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4. Risk management during delivery  
 

4.1. Payment of the delivered energy 
 
The delivery period begins on the first calendar day of the delivery month for baseload 
contracts and on the first week day of the delivery month for peakload contracts 
(holidays are included in the delivery period of peakload contracts). The delivery price 
is the last settlement price set on the last trading day, which occurs one business day two 
days before the beginning of the physical delivery. Contracts are delivered successively each 
day of the delivery period. 
 
As a consequence, each business day of the delivery period: 

 The buyers pay either for the equivalent of a one-day position or of a n+1-day position if 
the fund call occurs on the day after n non-business days (a one-day position means 24 
hours for a baseload contract and 12 hours for a peakload contract). The position is 
valued at the last settlement price.  

 The sellers receive the corresponding amounts. 
 
 

4.2. Value-Added Tax  
 
 
Since January 1st 2005 and in accordance with the directive 2003/92/CE adopted by EU 
Council on 7 October 2003, the place where trading members (buyers and sellers) are 
established is taken into account to determine the VAT treatment. 
Transactions are then invoiced with VAT between French residents and without VAT in all 
other cases (the buying counterpart being responsible in that case of reverse charging in its 
country, or applying related local rules). Under this new regime, trading members established 
outside France do no longer need a French VAT number for their operations on Powernext. 
 
In order to preserve the anonymity of the market, Powernext SA is an opaque intermediary 
for VAT between the buyers and the sellers. For VAT purposes exclusively, Powernext SA is 
then deemed to buy from the sellers and to sell to the buyers and appears as counterpart in 
the energy settlement invoices resulting from transactions on Powernext Day-Ahead™ and 
Powernext Futures™. These operations neither induce legal property transfer of electricity 
nor purchase/sale accounting entries.  
 
An explicit invoicing mandate is included in the amendment to the Powernext Day-Ahead™ 
and Powernext Futures™ trading agreement in order to facilitate the back-office treatments 
related to Powernext markets. The invoices regarding energy delivered in the context of a 
transaction on Powernext Day-Ahead™ or on Powernext Futures™ are issued by Powernext 
SA in the name and on behalf of the trading member. Moreover, Powernext SA benefits from 
the specific regime of “achat en franchise de TVA” (article 275 of code général des impôts) 
for the energy purchased from members established in France. 
 
Case of a trading member established in France (resident) 
 
Invoices corresponding to sales on Powernext Day-Ahead™ and Powernext Futures™ are 
established without VAT. If the “contingent d’achat en franchise” were deactivated, the 
invoices would be issued with VAT. On the other hand, invoices corresponding to purchases 
are issued with VAT. 
 
Members established in France that have their own “contingent d’achat en franchise de TVA” 
can ask Powernext SA to issue invoices relative to their purchases without VAT. In this case, 
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they will need to provide Powernext SA with a copy of their contingent’s certificate and they 
will assume the responsibility to follow-up this contingent with the Tax Authorities. 
 
 
Case of a trading member established outside France (non-resident) 
 
As far as trading members established outside France are concerned, invoices related to 
purchases and sales on Powernext Day-Ahead™ and Powernext Futures™ are issued 
without VAT. 
 
Summary of the different VAT configurations  
 
The chart below summarises the different VAT configurations resulting from the place of 
establishment of the trading members and their status (buyers or sellers). 
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The fees charged by Powernext SA and LCH.Clearnet SA are not subject to French VAT if 
their services are provided to non-French EU companies. Please note that these fees need 
to be declared to the appropriate tax administration of the country of residence for non-
French EU members. 
 

4.3. Spot top up margin  
 
In case of default of one of the two parties during the delivery period, LCH.Clearnet SA will 
be left with the need to manage the sequential delivery. For this reason, two types of margin 
are used during the delivery period. 
 

4.3.1.Initial Delivery Margin 
 
Initial margins are collected in the form of short and long delivery margins. These delivery 
margins reflect the possible price difference between the settlement price of the futures and 
the Powernext Day-AheadTM market price for power. The delivery margins are characterised 
by the spot margin top up rates. Outright, spread margin and commodity saving are also 
computed for the position remaining to deliver (physical position). 
 
Spot margin rates for long and short delivery positions are needed for margin calls during the 
delivery period. The rates are set using the prices of power on the spot market, particularly 
the one-day price differences of the BOM (“Balance of the month”) at a standard  probability 
level.  
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Table 2.Margin parameters (as at 31/12/04) 
 Spot margin top up rates 
Base 4,5 €/MWh 
Peak 11 €/MWh 

 

4.3.2. Contingent variation Margin 
 
The contingent variation margin (referred to as “contingent variation delivery margin” in the 
clearing Master Agreement) corresponds to the daily settlement-to-market of the outstanding 
position in delivery. Contingent margins are measured thanks to the settlement price 
provided by market participants via the Price Committee for the so-called “balance of the 
month contract” (BOM). The contingent margin is equal to the difference between the BOM 
settlement price and the last settlement price of the corresponding month contract, multiplied 
by the position in delivery. 
 
LCH.Clearnet SA adopts the contingent variation margin methodology during the delivery 
period only when the Price Committee provides settlement prices for the BOM contracts. In 
the situation that no market participant is willing to price the balance-of-the-month, 
LCH.Clearnet SA relies only on the initial margins with the addition of an ad hoc margin. 
 

4.4. Settlement 
 

Margin calls (initial margins and variation margins) are executed at the close of each 
business day. For more details on settlement procedures, see chapter 7.  
 

5. Additional margin 
 
LCH.Clearnet SA may at all times charge intra-day margin (same day payments) to the 
clearers, as a result of an intra-day recalculation of the initial margin. This intra-day 
recalculation of initial margin is performed daily and in specific situations such as default of a 
clearer or extreme price movements. Extreme price movements are measured thanks to 
variation thresholds. A threshold is defined as the difference between a price traded during a 
session on one maturity at least and the last settlement price known. If variation thresholds, 
defined as following, are reached in intra-day trading, LCH.Clearnet SA may require intra-day 
margin call from clearing members. In that circumstance, the intra-day margin call will be 
based on the difference of initial margins calculated on the intra-day positions and the initial 
margins previously required on the positions of the last business day. This intra-day margin 
call is considered as initial margins and the collateral existing is usable to cover the 
requirement. 
  

 Variation thresholds 
Baseload +/- 3 €/MWh 
Peakload +/-6,5 €/MWh 
 

 
 

6. Examples 

6.1 Initial and initial delivery margin 
 
Table 3 shows how positions are registered in the client settlement account (C) of Clearer 1. 
At close of clearing date March 8th 2004, the Powernext FuturesTM contract March 2004 is in 
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delivery. Assume that on the last trading day of the March delivery, the Future position is  
short of 20 lots on the baseload and long of 15 lots on the peakload.  
 
Then, the position still to be delivered in MWh is equal to (22 days x 24MWh x 20) + (1 day x 
23MWh x 20)=11020 MWh, because the summer time begins in March. Similarly for the 
peakload the position to be delivered is (17 days x 12MWh x 15)=3060 MWh. 
 
 
Table 3: Registration of positions. 
 
Clearing 
Date 

Set. 
A/c 

Product full 
name 

Contract 
Month 

MWh per 
period 

Long 
Position 
Lots 

Short 
Position 
Lots 

Long 
Delivery 
position 

Short 
delivery 
position 

Long 
Position 
MWh for 
margining 

Short 
Position 
MWh for 
margining 

20040308 C Base Monthly 
Physical 

200403 1 0 0 0 11020 0 11020 

20040308 C Base Monthly 
Futures 

200404 720 0 15 0 0 
 

0 10800 

20040308 C Base Monthly 
Futures 

200405 744 10 0 0 0 7440 0 

20040308 C Base Monthly 
Futures 

200406 720 5 0 0 0 3600 0 

  Total Baseload      11020 11040 21820 
20040308 C Peak Monthly 

Physical 
200403 1 0 0 3060 0 3060 0 

20040308 C Peak Monthly 
Futures 

200404 264 0 10 0 0 0 2640 

20040308 C Peak Monthly 
Futures 

200405 252 0 5 0 0 0 1260 

20040308 C Peak Monthly 
Futures 

200406 264 10 0 0 0 2640 0 

  Total Peakload     3060  5700 3900 

 
 
Table 4 contains the initial margins, which apply to the positions in Table 3 using the 
parameters reported in Table 1 and Table 2. 
 
Table 4: Initial and initial delivery margin 

Position Initial Margin Position for 
margining MWh Margin rate* Amount € 

Total 
Baseload Outright -10 780 2,6 28 028 

 Spread 11 040 2 22 080 
 Long delivery 0 4,5 0 
 Short delivery 11 020 4,5 49 590 
 Portfolio 

saving  -1800*2,6 60% -2 808 

 Total 
baseload     96 890 

Total 
Peakload Outright 1 800 3,8 6 840 

 Spread 3 900 2,7 10 530 
 Long delivery 3 060 11 33 660 

 Short delivery 0 11 0 

 Portfolio 
saving  -1 800X3,8 60% -4 104 

 Total 
peakload     46 926 

Total Total initial 
margin     143 816 

* the parameters are subject to modification 
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6.2.Variation and contingent margin 
 
Table 5 shows how variation margins evolve over a short time period. The computation is 
realised at the position level. Thus, for instance, the example refers to positions in the 
baseload monthly contract (with expiration March 2004) in the client settlement account of 
clearer 1. The example shows how the variation margin translates into the contingent margin, 
when the delivery period of the contract is entered into. 
 
Table 5: Variation and contingent margin 
Business 
Day 

Contract Delivery lot_size total Long 
pos 

Short 
pos 

Yest 
price 

Trad 
price 

Del 
price 

Sett 
price 

Var 
margin 

Cont 
margin 

Trans 
type 

20040226 Future 200403 743 New Business  10 0 29,00 29,10 0,00 30,10 7430,00 0 TRADE 
20040226 Future 200403 743 New Business  0 -5 29,00 29,20 0,00 30,10 -3343,50 0 TRADE 
20040226 Future 200403 743 Total C/F        5 0 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 4086,50 0 

     
20040227 Future 200403 743 B/F Position    5 0 30,10 0,00 0,00 31,10 3715,00 0 
20040227 Future 200403 743 New Business  0 -5 0,00 31,10 0,00 31,10 0,00 0 SETTL 
20040227 Future 200403 743 Total C/F        0 0 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 3715,00 0 

     
20040227 Physical 200403 1 New Business  3715 0 0,00 0,00 31,10 31,10 0 0,00 MORPH 
20040227 Physical 200403 1 Total C/F        3715 0 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0 0,00 

     
20040301 Physical 200403 1 B/F Position 3715 0 31,10 0,00 31,10 32,50 0 5201,00 
20040301 Physical 200403 1 New Business  0 -120 0,00 0,00 31,10 32,50  -168,00 PDV
20040301 Physical 200403 1 Total C/F        3595 0 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0 5033,00 

     
20040302 Physical 200403 1 B/F Position 3595 0 32,50 0,00 31,10 31,50 0 1438,00 
20040302 Physical 200403 1 New Business  0 -120 0,00 0,00 31,10 31,50 0 -48,00 PDV 
20040302 Physical 200403 1 Total C/F        3475 0 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0 1390,00 

 
 
NB : “B/F Position” denotes the brought forward position, “C/F Position” the carried forward 
position and “New Business” refers to the new transactions of the day.  
 

7.Default management 
 
Default is defined as any non-fulfilment of an obligation by the clearer towards LCH.Clearnet 
SA or any non-compliance with the rules set in the contractual agreement between 
LCH.Clearnet SA and clearers. Examples of default situations are, among others: failure to 
deliver; failure to pay; failure to comply with required margins; being subject to a suspension 
of payments or bankruptcy or similar proceedings; termination of the balance responsible 
agreement. 
In case of clearer default, LCH.Clearnet SA guarantees that the obligations of the defaulting 
clearer to other clearers will be fulfilled (LCH.Clearnet SA might use a cash settlement option 
to fulfil physical delivery). For this purpose, LCH.Clearnet SA has in place financial 
instruments and procedures that allow it to comply with the clearing guarantee it provides the 
market. 

7.1. Financial instruments 
 
For the clearing activity arising from energy futures contracts, LCH.Clearnet SA adopts a 
two-tier system of financial instruments to ensure that it has sufficient reserves to cover the 
clearing guarantee it provides the market, should a default situation arise.  
In case of default of a clearer, the total loss resulting from the default is covered firstly by the 
individual margin of the defaulting clearer, secondly by LCH.Clearnet SA own capital.  
At inception of the Powernext FuturesTM market no contribution to a mutualised clearing fund 
will be required. However, LCH.Clearnet SA retains the right to introduce such mutualised 
fund at a future date.  
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7.2. Measures in case of default 
 
Upon the occurrence of an event of default, LCH.Clearnet SA, after having notified the 
clearer concerned, may declare the clearer in default and/or take any measures that may be 
needed or useful for the protection of the clearing system. For example any one or more of 
the following: 

 to register only new transactions in the clearer’s name, which in the opinion of 
LCH.Clearnet SA contribute to the reduction of its risks; 

 to request to POWERNEXT SA the suspension of any trading activity of the defaulting 
clearer and to request another clearer to clear the transactions of the defaulting clearer, 
and its clients; 

 to liquidate some or all of the open positions registered in the clearer's own account; 

 to transfer to another clearer (designated by the beneficiaries) the open positions, 
including open positions of its clients (provided that clients of the clearer agree);  

 to act in lieu of the defaulting clearer to pay funds and deliver the commodity due; 

 to obtain any advice or assistance, as LCH.Clearnet SA may reasonably require in 
connection with the default at the expense of the defaulting clearer;  

 to claim damages and costs. 

 

7.3. Liquidation of the positions of a defaulting clearer 
 
In case of default of a clearer LCH.Clearnet SA might decide to liquidate the open positions 
registered in the clearer’s account. These positions might be on listed futures contracts or on 
futures in delivery.  
For liquidation of positions on listed futures LCH.Clearnet SA will act on Powernext FuturesTM 
market. When the defaulting clearer’s account carries open positions that do not correspond 
to listed instruments (the balance of the month for the position on instruments in delivery), 
then LCH.Clearnet SA will liquidate the position through a bilateral transaction. If 
LCH.Clearnet SA can not liquidate through a bilateral transaction, it will resort to cash 
settlement, as described below. 
 
Cash settlement of a power futures will be operated through payment (or collection) of the 
difference between the Powernext Day-AheadTM price for the underlying and the last 
settlement price of the futures contract (delivery price). In the event that POWERNEXT SA is 
unable to provide LCH.Clearnet SA with the appropriate Day-Ahead price, then 
LCH.Clearnet SA will set the price according to its judgement.  
 
In order to perform cash settlement, it is necessary to appoint counterparty for the position 
between those clearers who hold positions in delivery. LCH.Clearnet SA will close out the 
spot positions first against the largest opposite position, then the second largest and so on till 
extinction of the open interest of the position.  
 

7.4. Termination of the balance responsible agreement 
 
One of the conditions to become clearer for energy futures is that a clearer or a legal entity of 
its group is a balance responsible on the RTE network. In case of default of a clearer, its 
balance responsible status will be terminated too.  
In case of the balance responsible status is terminated by RTE (and no other default event 
has occurred), LCH.Clearnet SA will allow the clearer to resolve the situation within a 
reasonable time before it will declare the clearer in default.  During the time it takes to 
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resolve the situation, open position in delivery on the clearer’s account might be cash settled 
or might be nominated on another balance responsible at the expenses of the clearer. 

7.5. Force majeure 
 
The cash settlement option could also be triggered in case of force majeure or in cases 
where the nomination to RTE is no longer feasible. In these cases, LCH.Clearnet SA might 
decide to cash settle the deliverable positions. 
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CHAP 5. The LCH.CLEARNET Ltd CLEARING SYSTEM 
 
The global technical framework of Powernext FuturesTM market is described in the chart 
below. 

 
 

1.Hardware and Software Requirements 

 
The VPN Client software (Cisco System VPN Client) is supplied to clearers by POWERNEXT 
SA prior to their involvement into Powernext Futures exchange. The software is available at 
http:// futures.powernext.fr.  
 
No specific hardware requirements are needed to install the VPN Client software. All 
Windows versions (XP, 2000, NT, 98) are compatible with it. 
 
Technical requirements are: 

 An Internet connection. 
 An Internet browser such as Explorer 4.01 or later to access ECS. 
 An FTP application to access the FTP server.  

 
If a firewall is used, TCP port 10000 must be opened and insures establishing a secure 
connection between clearers’ workstations and ECS application and FTP server. 
 
To install properly the VPN client software it is recommended to close all Windows programs 
before processing to the installation. 
 
Installing the software requires Administration rights on the workstation. Thus, program 
shortcuts will be available to all users of that workstation. Otherwise, shortcuts will only be 
accessible by the user who originally installed the software. 
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To access the ECS system, it is necessary to mention the following information in the 
computer’s hosts file: 

 194.35.94.230   pnxp 
 194.35.94.231   pnxt 

 
It is necessary to have the administrator’s rights to modify that file which is located in 
Windows directories; ie for instance: 
 

 under Windows XP -> C:\Windows\system32\drivers\etc\hosts 
 under Windows NT -> C:\XWinnt\system32\drivers\etc\hosts 

  

2. Installing the VPN Client software 
 
The VPN Client software must be downloaded and saved. 

 
Figure 1 

It must then be un-zipped. 
 

 
Figure 2 

Once the VPN client “setup.exe” has been selected, the installation process begins.  

 
Figure 3 
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The following dialog box may then appear. It is necessary to choose the YES option to 
proceed with the installation: 

 
Figure 4 

 
 
 
A Setup dialog box appears as follows (figure 5): 

 
Figure 5 

 
Clicking on  will launch the Cisco System VPN Client Agreement window (Figure 
6). This stage allows reading the agreement. 
 
To the question “Do you accept all the terms of the preceding License Agreement. If you 
choose No the setup will close. To install the VPN Client you must accept this Agreement. 
(figure 6). 

 
Figure 6 
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Clicking on  will bring up the Installshield Wizard VPN Client window which 
allows selecting the destination folder for the software (figure 3). 
 
 

 
Figure 7 

 
 
Clicking on will bring up the Choose Folder window which allows selecting the 
destination folder for the software (figure 8a et 8b). 
 

 
Figure 8a 

 
 

 
Figure 8b 
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As soon as the folder has been chosen and confirmed, choose  to terminate the 
installation process (figure 9). 

 
Figure 9 

 
If other applications have been left opened during the VPN Client installation process, select 
“No, I will restart my computer later” and then close all of them before restarting manually the 
computer. 
 
If no application is opened, but the VPN Client installation wizard, select “Yes, I want to 

restart my computer now” then click on . 
 
As soon as the computer was restarted, the VPN Client software shortcuts are available into 
the Windows Start menu under the folder “Cisco Systems VPN Client”. 
 
WARNING: Be aware that the VPN Client software is technically demanding. It requires 
altering several “*.dll” Windows system files. It is therefore likely to impact onto other 
softwares. 
 

3. Setting up and connection the VPN Client software 
 
When launching the VPN Client form the Start menu for the first time, connection settings 
must be configured. 

3.1.First connection 

In the first pop-up window (figure 10) clicking on the  button launches the “New 
Connection Entry Wizard” (figure 11). 

 
Figure 10 
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Enter “POWERNEXT-VPN” in the “Name of the new connection entry:” (figure 11). Clicking 
on the  button leads to the next stage where the name of the server must be 
configured. 
 

 
Figure 11 

 
Enter “concorde.powernext.fr” in the “Host name or IP address of the server” (figure 12). 
Clicking on the  button leads to the next stage where the “Group Access 
Information” must be configured. 

 
Figure 12 

 
In the Namefield enter “powernext”. Password is supplied individually (figure 13). Clicking on 
the  button leads to the confirmation stage of the settings. 
 

 
Figure 13 
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Clicking on the  button allows exiting the connection settings (figure 14). 

 
Figure 14 

 
 
 
Before attempting to connect, click on the  button then choose “Properties” (figure 
15). 

 
Figure 15 

 
In the General sheet in “Properties for POWERNEXT-VPN” window, options “Enable 
Transport Tunneling” and “Use IPSec over TCP (NAT/PAT/Firewall)” must be selected and 
confirmed by “OK” (figure 16). 

 
Figure 16 
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When back to the connection window (figure 15), click on connect to establish the VPN 
connection (see next point for details). 

3.2.Connection through the VPN Client software 
 
The VPN Client allows establishing a secured Internet connection between clearers’ 
workstations and the ECS  application, on one hand, and the FTP server, on the other hand. 
 
Launching the VPN Client software brings up the connection window (figure 17) where 
“Connection Entry” is “POWERNEXT-VPN” and the “Host name or IP address of remote 
server” is “concorde.powernext.fr”.  
 
 

Clicking on the  button initiates the connection process to VPN Concentrator, the 
remote application in charge with identifying users. 
 

 
Figure 17 

 
A pop-up window appears and indicates the connection status (figure 18). 

 
Figure 18 

 
Shortly after, an identification window appears (figure 19). 
 

 
Figure 19 
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The clearers are identifying themselves thanks to a login and a password supplied by 
Powernext. Their confirmation leads to the establishment of the secured VPN connection. An 
icon of a closed padlock appears in the task bar indicating that successful connection. 

3.3. Distant applications: ECS and FTP server 
 
Once the VPN connection has been established, clearers could access: 
 

 ECS through an Internet browser. 
• Connection address is : https://194.35.94.230:57002/trade/Login 
• Login and password for ECS are supplied by Powernext SA. 

 
 FTP server through an FTP client application. 

• Connection address is : opera.powernext.fr 
• Login and password are supplied by Powernext SA. 

 
A special FTP (File Transfer Protocol) application is required to connect to the server where 
reports for clearers are available every day. 
 
Freeware applications such as CrystalFTP, WS-FTP or others could be used. They are 
available for downloading on Internet. Contact your IT department for further information. 
 

FTP server sample 

 
 

4. Functionalities 
 

This guide is designed to give a summary overview of the functionalities of the LCH.Clearnet 
Ltd, “Extensible Clearing System” (ECS) as they relate to the user members of LCH.Clearnet 
SA. 
 
For detailed descriptions of ECS screens, users should refer to the User Gui Help link, which 
describes the screens in the user interface and provides task-oriented information about how 
to use the system. 

 

4.1 ECS Application 
 
ECS is made-up of two component parts:  
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 An Administration System (Admin Gui) 
 An User System (User Gui) 

4.1.1 Admin Gui 
 
The Admin Gui is for the sole operation of POWERNEXT SA and LCH.Clearnet SA., for the 
purpose of setting-up and maintaining all of the necessary clearing static data. It is also used 
for the input of Settlement prices and the operation of end of day processes. 
 
For the avoidance of doubt, LCH.Clearnet SA. members will not have access to the Admin 
Gui. 
 
The Admin Gui, will not be referred to any further in this User Guide. 

4.1.2. User Gui 
 
The User Gui is the front-end user application system accessible by clearers for the purpose 
of performing functions relating to clearing of future transactions executed on the Powernext 
FuturesTM market. 
 
The remainder of this user guide will refer to the User Gui and the functionalities available to 
clearers. 
    
User types within the User Gui are:  

 Trader 
 Broker 
 Subscriber Administrator 

 
Trader 

 
The Trader role is used for the purpose of entering trades into the ECS system in the 
relevant position accounts.  
 
For the purpose of Powernext FuturesTM clearing the role of Trader as defined within ECS, 
will be confined to POWERNEXT SA Market Operations staff. Therefore the trader role will 
not be discussed further in this guide. 
 
Broker 

 
The Broker role is used for the purpose of entering trades into the ECS system in the 
relevant position accounts, but with different permissions, from that of a Trader.  
 
For the purpose of Powernext FuturesTM clearing the role of broker as defined within ECS, 
will be confined to POWERNEXT SA Market Operations staff. Therefore the broker role will 
not be discussed further in this guide. 
 
Subscriber Administrator 

 
A Subscriber as defined within ECS is the term given to identify a clearer of 
LCH.Clearnet SA 
 
The Subscriber Administrator role is defined as a user of ECS, permitted to carryout the 
functions associated with the clearing of Powernext FuturesTM trades on behalf of the 
Subscriber. These include the viewing of trade date and positions at both position keeping 
account and settlement account level.  
 
For the avoidance of doubt, Subscriber Administrators are not permitted to enter trades into 
ECS. 
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The functionality available to the Subscriber Administrators will be discussed further in this 
guide. 

 

4.2. Login 
 

Once connection to ECS has been established the following login screen will appear. 
 

 
 
When logging in for the first time you will be prompted to change your Password. In addition 
you will also be prompted to change your Password approximately every 30 days. Following 
successful login, the following disclaimer screen will appear. 
 
 

 
 
To access ECS you need to click the YES box. 
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4.2.1. Main Screen 
 

Following the acceptance of the disclaimer, the following main ECS screen will appear. 
 

 
 

4.2.2. Page Layout 
 
The page layout includes on the top-right-hand side details of the user session information 
and links to other useful system utilities, including:  

 Holidays, days on which the ECS will not be operational 
 Help, includes a full and detailed version of the User Guide 
 Logout, link to logout of ECS. 

 
Also the three main functional areas are contained, these Tabs and Options are (permission 
based) 

 Ticketing tab 
 Position and Balances tab 
 Account Management tab 
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4.2.2.1.Ticketing Tab 
 
By clicking on the Ticketing Tab the following screen will appear:  

 
 
The Ticketing Tab view is broken down into two main areas:  

 Products: provides details of tradable contracts 
 Position Accounts: provide views of tickets (trades) that are entered into the system for 

your accounts. 

4.2.2.1.1 Products 
 
By clicking on the Product Info link the following list of clearable contracts will appear:  
 

 
 
By clicking any of the products listed under Select a Product the following product details will 
appear:  
 
The same Product Info link can be accessed from the Products drop-down window. 
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By clicking on the Contracts link the following list of clearable contract periods will appear:  

 
 
By clicking on any of the contracts listed under Product Contracts the following Contract Info 
details will appear:  
 

 
 
 

4.2.2.1.2. Position Accounts 
 
This functionality allows you to view tickets (trades) where you as subscriber are 
counterparty. 
 
All trades within ECS are automatically confirmed. Therefore it is possible to view trades with 
different statuses as follows:  

 Pending tickets : Irrelevant 
 Cleared Tickets trades that have been confirmed and have subsequently been positioned 

in the relevant position account. 
 Failed tickets: Irrelevant 
 All Tickets Same as above. 

 
It should be noted that because all trades will be automatically confirmed on behalf of both 
buying and selling subscribers when the trade is input into ECS, in almost all instances 
subscribers should view trades on a Cleared Tickets or All Tickets basis. 
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As an example by clicking on Cleared Tickets, trades to which you are a counterparty can 
viewed, see below:  
 

 
 
There are further filters to view contracts by:  

 Any Date, will give all historical trades 
 Today, will only list today’s trades 
 Yesterday, will only list yesterdays trades 
 On: you can select trades on a specific date, by keying in the date or using the drop-

down calendar and then clicking the box    Filter Tickets    
 Since:  you can select trades from a specific date, by keying in the date or using the 

drop-down calendar and then clicking the box    Filter Tickets 
 

4.2.2.2.Positions & Balances Tab 
 

By clicking on the Positions & Balances tab the following screen will appear:  
 

 
 
The Positions & Balances tab view is broken down into two main areas:  

 Settlement Accounts, which provides details:  
• Balance Sheet. 
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• Deficiency & Excess 
• Open Positions 

 
 Position Accounts, which provides details of:  

• Open Positions 
• Today’s Activity 
• Yesterdays Activity 
• Position Activity 
• Deliveries 
• Profit & Loss 

 
These parts will now be discussed in more detail. 

4.2.2.2.1. Settlement Accounts 
 
Subscribers can have two Settlement (Margin) Accounts, either House or Client as defined 
by LCH.Clearnet SA. 
 
By clicking on the drop-down window, subscriber can choose to view All Accounts, or view a 
specific Account. 
 
 
Balance Sheet 
 
The Balance Sheet view as above is broken down in the following links:  

• Current Amount You Owe 
• Current Amount Owed To You 
• Contract Equity 
• Margin Requirements  

 
These should be ignored, except Margin Requirements link, by clicking on this link the 
following will appear:  

 
 
This will provide a real-time view of initial margins liabilities. However this should only be 
used as an indication of potential initial margin liabilities, as the initial margin that will be 
used by LCH.Clearnet SA in margin calls will be contained in a specific report. 
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Deficiency & Excess     
The Deficiency & Excess link is not relevant and should be ignored. This link will not be 
discussed any further in this document. 
 
Open Positions 
 
By clicking on Open Positions link, the following screen will appear:  
 

 
 
This will detail the open position by Settlement Account (M or C) and by Product, on a gross 
basis, made up of all the underlying Position Accounts that feed (map) to that specific 
Settlement Account. 

4.2.2.2.2. Position Accounts 
 
Subscribers can have many position accounts and it is expected that subscribers will request 
the opening of a position account for each underlying client (Powernext Trading Member) for 
whom they clear. Position accounts are held on a net basis.  
 
By clicking on the drop-down window, the subscriber can choose to view All Accounts, or 
view a specific Account. 
 
Open Positions 
 
By clicking on the Open Positions link the following screen will appear:  
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This will detail the open position by Position Account and by Product, on a net basis. 
 
You can also choose to view the data by a single product, by selecting the product in the 
Display Products: drop-down window.  
 
By clicking on the description link, example EFBMFE 2004-06  a view on the Contract 
Information can be viewed. 
 
By clicking on the Long or Short position link, example 5 a view on how the position is made 
up can be viewed. 
 
 
Today’s Activity 
 
By clicking on the Today’s Activity link the following screen will appear:  

 
 
 
This view will give details of any activity that has occurred on the account, by product and for 
each delivery month. 
 
The row highlighted in green denotes the brought forward (B/F) position. 
 
Any new trades or account activity, i.e. settlements, morphing, transfers, physical delivery 
reduction (PDV) will appear under the B/F, where in this example the No trade activity is 
showing.     
 
Yesterday’s Activity 
 
This gives the same functionality as Today’s Activity, but shows for yesterday. 
 
 
Deliveries 
 
This link has no relevance to the clearing Powernext FuturesTM contracts and should 
therefore be ignored. 
 
Profit & Loss 
 
This link has no relevance to the clearing Powernext FuturesTM contracts and should 
therefore be ignored. 
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4.2.2.3. Account Management 
 
By clicking on the Account Management tab the following screen will appear:  

 
 
The Account Management tab view is broken down into three main areas:  

 Personal Info, which provides details:  
• Subscriber Contact. 
• User Contact 
• Change Password 

 Manage Traders, which provides details of:  
• Product Permissions 
• Ticket Confirmations 

 Account Info 
• Rename Accounts 
• Account Profile 

 
These parts will now be discussed in more detail. 
 

4.2.2.3.1. Personal Info 
 
Subscriber Contact 
 
Each subscriber will have a main contact set-up in ECS. By clicking on the Subscriber 
Contact link the following screen will appear:  
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This view will give details of the main subscriber contact. 
 
Any changes to these details, must be referred to Powernext Market Operations. 
  
 
User Contact 
 
By clicking on the  User Contact link the following screen will appear:  

 
 
This view will give your details as the subscriber administrator. 
You can make changes to the information contained, except the main User Contact details, 
i.e. name, as this is individual based. 
 
Change Password 
 
By clicking on the Change Password link the following screen will appear:  

 
 
This allows you to change your password in advance of any system enforced password 
changes. The rules on password validity are shown on the screen. 
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4.2.2.3.2. Manage Traders 
 
Product permissions 
 
It should be noted that Powernext are solely responsible for the setting up of product 
permissioning.  
However this functionality within ECS, would allow subscribers through their subscriber 
administrators to restrict the permissions of traders (Powernext Market Operations staff) to 
enter trades into subscribers position accounts.   
 
For the avoidance of doubt, subscribers should not use this functionality and any 
required restriction in product permissioning, should be referred to POWERNEXT SA. 
 
This functionality will not be referred to further in this User Guide. 
 
Ticket Confirmations 
 
It should be noted that POWERNEXT SA are solely responsible for the confirmations of 
trades in the position accounts of subscribers. Therefore this link has no relevance to the 
clearing of Powernext FuturesTM contracts and should therefore be ignored. This functionality 
will not be referred to further in this User Guide. 

4.2.2.3.3.  Account Info 
 
Rename Accounts 
 
By clicking on the Rename Accounts link the following screen will appear: 

 
 
This view will give details of the current set-up of both Settlement and Positions Accounts. 
 
Changes to the display names for each of the Settlement and Position Accounts by 
overwriting details contained in the boxes. 
 
Any changes made to these accounts must be confirmed with Powernext Operations. 
 
Account Profile 
 
By clicking on the Account Profile link a screen will appear.  

This view will give details of the profiles of both Settlement and Positions Accounts, 
including: - 

 Name of the Settlement Account,  
 Names of the Position Accounts that map to the Settlement Account. 
 The products that can be traded within each of the Position Accounts. 
 The basis on which the Position Accounts are held, i.e. Net. 
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5. Market Information Disclosure 
 
No functionality exists to clearers to run ad-hoc reports. Therefore a number of reports are 
generated at the end of each business day, at approximately 18:30 CET.  
 
These reports are made available to LCH.Clearnet SA members through a connection to the 
Powernext FTP server (opera.powernext.fr). The FTP server can be accessed through a 
specific application. It  is secured by a specific login and password. See Chapter 5, part 3.3, 
for more details on connexion. 
All reports are produced as a CSV file format. Clearing reports of the day can be found in the 
“Clearing Reports” directory. As far as previous reports are concerned, they are located in 
the subdirectory “Clearing Reports” of the “Archives” directory. 
 
The data contained in the reports are discussed in more detail below.  

5.1.Price report 
 

This report will detail the daily settlement prices that will be used for all margin purposes. 
 

Example 
See Appendix 1.1. 
 
Description of Report 
 
PNX_MKTPRC Market Price Report 
Column Type Description 
business_day Char(8) Business date in format YYYYMMDD 
commodity Char(6) Commodity code 
commodity_name Char(64) Commodity description 
delivery Char(6) Delivery/Expiry month in format YYYYMM 
sett_price Decimal Current day settlement price 

 
File naming convention 
 

• PNX_MKTPRC 

5.2.Initial margin report 
 
This report will detail the calculation of initial margins that will subsequently be called 
through LCH.Clearnet SA. 
 
Example 
See Appendix 1.2. 
 
Description of Report 
 
PNX_XXXDIM Initial Margin Report 
Column Type Description 
business_day Char(8) Business date in format YYYYMMDD 
member Char(3) LCH.Clearnet SA member mnemonic 
sett_account Char(1) C or M (Client or House) 
member_code Char(5) Clearer LUCA/CATS code 
member_name Char(64) Clearer legal name 
risk_sector Char(3) Combined risk sector code for futures and physical 

products 
risk_sector_name Char(64) Risk sector description 
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currency Char(3) Contract currency 
long_open_pos_mwh Integer Long open position in MWh  
short_open_pos_mwh Integer Short open position in MWh  
long_del_pos_mwh Integer Long delivery position in MWh  
short_del_pos_mwh Integer Short delivery open position in MWh  
initial_margin Decimal Initial margin   
outright_margin Decimal Outright margin            
spread_margin Decimal Spread margin   
delivery_margin Decimal Delivery margin   
portfolio_saving Decimal Portfolio saving   

 
File naming convention 
 

• PNX_XXXDIM (XXX denotes a 3 letter character code, to represent the 
LCH.Clearnet member) 

5.3. Profit & Loss margin report 
 
This report will detail the calculation of variation and contingent variation margins that 
will subsequently be called through LCH.Clearnet SA. 
 
Example 
See Appendix 1.3. 
 
Description of Report 
 
PNX_XXXPAL Profit & Loss Report 
Column Type Description 
business_day Char(8) Business date in format YYYYMMDD 
member Char(3) LCH.Clearnet SA member mnemonic 
sett_acct Char(1) C or  M (Client or House) 
member_code Char(5) Clearer LUCA/CATS code 
member_name Char(64) Clearer legal name 
pos_acct Char(32) Member position account 
pos_profile Char(3) Net (NET) account 
commodity Char(6) Commodity code 
commodity_name Char(64) Commodity description 
delivery Char(6) Delivery/Expiry month in format YYYYMM 
lot_size Integer Lot size 
total Char(20) Dummy column with sub total labels : 

B/F stands for “brought forward”, C/F for “carried forward” 
and New Business refers to new transactions 

long_pos Integer Long position 
short_pos Integer Short position 
yest_price Decimal Previous day settlement price 
trade_price Decimal Trade price 
del_price Decimal Delivery price 
sett_price Decimal Current day settlement price 
variation_margin Decimal Variation margin 
contingent_margin Decimal Contingent variation margin 
delivery_payment Decimal Delivery payment 
trans_type Char(32) Transaction type 

TRADE/PDV/TRANSFER/MORPH/SETTLEMENT       
product Char(6) Original traded product code (Quarterly or Calendar etc.)    
product_name Char(64) Original traded product description 
ticket_id/source Integer System reference allocated to ticket   
trade_id Integer System reference allocated to trade  
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File naming convention 
 

• PNX_XXXPAL (XXX denotes a 3 letter character code, to represent the 
Clearer) 

 

5.4. Position report 
 
This report will detail the position, for each of the clearer Position Accounts 
 
Example 
See Appendix 1.4. 
 
Description of Report 
 
PNX_XXXPOS Position Report 
Column Type Description 
business_day Char(8) Business date in format YYYYMMDD 
member Char(3) Clearer mnemonic 
sett_acct Char(1) C or M (Client or House) 
member_code Char(5) Clearer LUCA/CATS code 
member_name Char(64) Clearer legal name 
pos_acct Char(32) Member position account 
commodity Char(6) Commodity code 
commodity_name Char(64) Commodity description 
delivery Char(6) Delivery/Expiry month in format YYYYMM 
total Char(20) Dummy column with sub total labels 
lot_size Integer Lot size 
long_pos Integer Long position 
short_pos Integer Short position 
long_pos_mwh Integer Long position in MWh  
short_pos_mwh Integer Short position in MWh  

 
File naming convention 
 

• PNX_XXXPOS (XXX denotes a 3 letter character code, to represent the 
clearer) 

5.5.Trade report 
 
This report will detail trades entered against each of the Position Accounts.  
 
Example 
See Appendix 1.5. 
 
Description of Report 
 
PNX_XXXTRD Trade Report 
Column Type Description 
business_day Char(8) Business date in format YYYYMMDD 
member Char(3) Clearer mnemonic 
sett_acct Char(1) C or M (Client or House) 
member_code Char(5) Clearer LUCA/CATS code 
member_name Char(64) Clearer legal name 
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pos_acct Char(32) Member position account 
commodity Char(6) Commodity code 
commodity_name Char(64) Commodity description 
delivery Char(6) Delivery/Expiry month in format YYYYMM 
long_pos Integer Long position 
short_pos Integer Short position 
trade_price Decimal Trade price 
trans_type Char(32) Transaction type 

TRADE/PDV/TRANSFER/PA/MORPH/SETTLEMENT       
product Char(6) Original traded product code (Quarterly or Calendar 

etc.)     
product_name Char(64) Original traded product description 
ticket_id/source Integer System reference allocated to ticket   
trade_id Integer System reference allocated to trade  

 
File naming convention 
 

• PNX_XXXTRD (XXX denotes a 3 letter character code, to represent 
the LCH.Clearnet member) 

5.6.Volume report 
 
This report will detail in volume the amount traded against each of the Position 
Accounts.  
 
Example 
See Appendix 1.6. 
 
Description of Report 
 
PNX_XXXVOL Volume Report 
Column Type Description 
business_day Char(8) Business date in format YYYYMMDD 
member Char(3) Clearer mnemonic 
sett_acct Char(1) C or M (Client or House) 
member_code Char(5) Clearer LUCA/CATS code 
member_name Char(64) Clearer legal name 
pos_acct Char(32) Member position account 
commodity Char(6) Commodity code 
commodity_name Char(64) Commodity description 
delivery Char(6) Delivery/Expiry month in format YYYYMM 
total Char(20) Dummy column with sub total labels 
trans_type Char(32) Transaction type 

TRADE/PDV/TRANSFER/PA/MORPH/SETTLEMENT     
lot_size Integer Lot size 
buy_qty_lots Integer Buy quantity in lots 
buy_qty_mwh Integer Buy quantity in MWh 
sell_qty_lots Integer Sell quantity in lots 
Sell_qty_mwh Integer Sell quantity in MWh 

 
File naming convention 
 

• PNX_XXXVOL (XXX denotes a 3 letter character code, to represent 
the LCH.Clearnet member) 

5.7. Market Open interest report 
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This report will detail the combined market open interest in terms of lots and 
equivalent MWhs, for each open delivery month.  
 
Example 
See Appendix 1.7. 
 
Description of Report 
 
PNX_MKTOPI Volume Report 
Column Type Description 
business_day Char(8) Business date in format YYYYMMDD 
commodity Char(6) Commodity code 
commodity_name Char(64) Commodity description 
total Char(20) Dummy column with sub total labels 
delivery Char(6) Delivery/Expiry month in format YYYYMM 
lot_size Integer Lot size 
open_interest_lots Integer Open Interest quantity in lots 
open_interest_mwh Integer Open Interest quantity in MWh 

 
File naming convention 
 

• PNX_MKTOPI 

5.8. Market volume report 
 
This report will detail the combined market volume traded for each business day in 
terms of lots and equivalent MWh, for each open delivery month.  
 
Example 
See Appendix 1.8. 
 
Description of Report 
 
PNX_MKTVOL Volume Report 
Column Type Description 
business_day Char(8) Business date in format YYYYMMDD 
commodity Char(6) Commodity code 
commodity_name Char(64) Commodity description 
delivery Char(6) Delivery/Expiry month in format YYYYMM 
total Char(20) Dummy column with sub total labels 
lot_size Integer Lot size 
qty_lots Integer quantity in lots 
qty_mwh Integer quantity in MWh 

 
File naming convention 
 

• PNX_MKTVOL 

5.9. Trades file 
 
A file containing intra-day information about trades is also available for clearers via 
Powernext’s FTP server. See Chapter 5, part 3.3, for more details on connexion. A file is 
created every fifteen minutes in case transactions are recorded so as to give an overview of 
the traders’ activity during the last fifteen minutes. 
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The files are made available in the clearer’s directory in : trades/AAAMMJJ and are named : 
XXX_AAAAMMJJ_HHMMSS.csv where: 
 
XXXX Clearer’s code 
AAAA Year the file was created 
MM Month  the file was created 
JJ Day the file was created 
HHMMSS Time the file was created 
  
The file contains the following information: 
 

{type} 
{sell 
trader} 

{sell 
broker} 

{sell 
account} 

{buy 
trader} 

{buy 
broker} 

{buy 
account} {contract} {quantity} {price} 

{blind 
trade} 

MONTHLY Pwx1 NA CLN-C-PA2 Pwx1 NA 
LAP-C-
PA3 EFPQFE 2005 Q2 3 39 FALSE 

 
{type}: monthly delivery period 
{sell trader}: seller’s code 
{sell broker}: non applicable 
{sell account}: seller’s position account 
{buy trader}: buyer’s code 
{buy broker}: non applicable 
{buy account}: buyer’s position account 
{contract}: contract’s type 
{quantity}: traded quantity 
{price} : traded price 
{blind trade} : non applicable 
 
The counterparty’s identity is not mentioned in the file so that transactions can remain 
anonymous. The trades shown in the file are not yet converted into monthly positions. 
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CHAPTER 6- DELIVERY 
 
 
The physical delivery of a futures contract consists in a nomination. It has no consequence on 
physical flows of power, but creates accountancy events. The delivery of a futures contract 
involves booking positions in the RTE accounts on the perimeters of balance responsible 
entities which are sellers or buyers.  
 
Contrary to other commodity contracts, electricity futures have the following specification : 
their maturity is not a single date but a period of time. Delivery takes places every day 
between the first and the last day of the period.  
 

1. Nomination 
 
All positions with physical delivery on the following day, are nominated by Powernext SA to 
RTE at 10:00 am CET at the earliest and before 2:00 pm CET on the balance responsible 
perimeter designated by contracts. This procedure is identical to the nomination procedure 
generally used by participants on the French electricity market (import-export declarations, 
block exchange declarations). It is included in the balance equation as a purchase or sale of 
electricity.  

 
 
Powernext SA nominates on behalf of the corresponding balance responsible entity. Members 
are exempted from any nomination as far as transactions on Powernext® are concerned in 
order to avoid double counting. The balance responsible entity designated by the trading 
member undertakes to accept nominations made by Powernext SA on its behalf and 
mandates Powernext SA to perform them. 
 
All information concerning nominations is sent electronically to the balance responsible 
entities  and to RTE. For technical reasons, the volumes bought or sold for a given hour are 
stated in half-hour periods 
 
The guarantee for the actual physical delivery of power is managed by RTE on the French 
Hub everyday for the following day: nominations are sent to RTE on the day before physical 
delivery. The situation, in which a balance responsible entity generates an imbalance 
because their equation is not equal to 0, – i.e. when forecasts and realisations of outputs and 
inputs of power are not in line – is taken into account via an imbalance mechanism managed 
by RTE.  
 
 

2. File characteristics and transmission 
 
The balance responsible entity receives via email a balance responsible report including its 
total gross position as well as the details of net positions by position account. The file is in 
CSV format (comma separated values) and its name 

Nomination by members
Market operations: 
Nomination by Powernext 
Bilateral operations (NEB): 
Nomination by members 

Balance equation 
 

injection – withdrawal + imports – exports + buy – sell =0 

Measured by RTE 
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« FUT_PWX_REXX_G_AAAAMMJJ_HHMM_P_AAAAMMJ+1.CSV » is to be understood as 
follows: 

 « FUT » for Futures 
 « REXX » is the balance responsible entity code 
 the first time stamp corresponds to the file creation date and the second to the delivery 

date. 
 
The file includes: 
 

 On the two first lines, the total gross position of the balance responsible entity  
• 1 line for PURCHASE : « PWX_FUT_ACHAT_RE1 » 
• 1 line for SALE : « PWX_FUT_VENTE_RE1 » 
 

 On the following lines, the net positions by position account 
• 1 line for PURCHASE : « PWX_FUT_ACHAT_MEM-M-PA1 » 
• 1 line for SALE : « PWX_FUT_ACHAT_MEM-M-PA1 » 

 
Code PWX Heure 1 Heure 2 Heure 3 Heure 4 Heure … Total 

PWX_FUT_ACHAT_RE3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 216 
PWX_FUT_VENTE_RE3 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 1152 
PWX_FUT_ACHAT_GNO-M-PA1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PWX_FUT_VENTE_GNO-M-PA1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PWX_FUT_ACHAT_GNO-C-PA2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PWX_FUT_VENTE_GNO-C-PA2 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 1152 
PWX_FUT_ACHAT_GNO-C-PA3 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 216 
PWX_FUT_VENTE_GNO-C-PA3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
PWX_FUT_ACHAT_GIR-C-PA3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

PWX_FUT_VENTE_GIR-C-PA3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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CHAPTER 7 PAYMENT 
 

1 Financial flows denominated in EURO 
 
Financial flows in EURO shall include: 
 

- Daily cash call; 
 
- Monthly & quarterly flows: remuneration of cash collateral, fees related to 

securities. 

1.1 General provisions 
 
The LCH.Clearnet SA External-System allows the exchange of financial flows in EURO 
between the LCH.Clearnet SA account opened at the Banque de France (BdF) or the 
National Bank of Belgium (NBB) or De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) and the Central Bank 
Account of the clearer. The settlement of financial flows transits through the Centrale des 
Règlements Interbancaires (CRI). 
 
The payment shall be made after the fund call initiated by LCH.Clearnet SA, pursuant to the 
applicable regulations issued by CRI and the BdF, NBB and DNB. 
 
Therefore, the clearer must either be a member of CRI and hold a Central Bank Account with 
BdF or NBB or DNB, or be represented by a Payment Participant. 
 
In the latter case an agreement between the Payment Participant and the clearer (referred to 
as the “Direct External-System Participant” in this agreement), by which the Payment 
Participant undertakes to pay to LCH.Clearnet SA or receive from LCH.Clearnet SA the 
Collateral on behalf of the clearer, must be signed. A copy of this agreement (see appendix) 
must be sent to LCH.Clearnet SA (Treasury Department) via POWERNEXT SA. 
 
Timing 
The payment shall be made no later than 8:00 a.m. CET (cash settlement at DNB) and 10:30 
a.m. CET (cash settlement at BdF and NBB), on the closest Business Day following the day 
at the end of which LCH.Clearnet SA calculated the amount of the fund call. 
 
Payment limit 
The agreement entered into between a Payment Participant and a Direct External-System 
Participant will stipulate the payment limit to be met by the Payment Participant. If the fund 
call exceeds this limit, the clearer shall transfer the difference to the relevant LCH.Clearnet 
SA account, without delay. 
 
Excess cash 
If the clearer wishes to avoid the daily payment through the LCH.Clearnet SA External-
System, it should transfer excess cash in EURO to the Banque de France Account of 
LCH.Clearnet SA. 
 

1.2.Daily cash call 
 
Cash call consists of: 

- (A) Clearing flow    Variation Margin ± ENERGY / VAT 
- (B)  Clearing fees    clearing fees / VAT 
- (G) Trading fees    trading fees / VAT 
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- (J) Delivery fees     delivery fees / VAT 
- (N) Cash balance / collateral flow margin requirements – “collateral” 

 
 
Sample of cash call document 
                                    BANQUE CENTRALE DE COMPENSATION DITE LCH.CLEARNET SA  - 39 RUE CAMBON 75039 PARIS CEDEX 01            PAGE   1  
                                ------------------------------------------------------------- 
                               |                                                             | 
                               |       DOCUMENT APPEL DE FONDS POWERNEXT DERIVES EN EUR      | 
                               |        POWERNEXT DERIVATIVES CASH CALL DOCUMENT IN EUR      | 
                               |                                                             | 
                                ------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ADHERENT     /  MEMBER      : XXXXXXXXXXXXXX                             DATE DE VALEUR/VALUE DATE         : 99/99/9999 
      CODE MEMBRE  /  MEMBER CODE : XXXXX                                      DATE DE BOURSE/TRADING DATE       : 99/99/9999 
                                                                               DATE DE LIVRAISON/DELIVERY DATE   : 99/99/9999 
 
                                                                                                 S/Cpte M                S/Cpte T             S/Cpte C                       TOTAL 
                                                                                       House S-Acc      Market Maker S-Acc         Client S-Acc               TOTAL 
(A)  --->  FLUX COMPENSATION / CLEARING FLOW 
           --------------------------------- 
MARGE / VARIATION MARGIN                                                               0,00C                 0,00C                     40.000,00C              40.000,00C 
ENERGIE / ENERGY                                                                               0,00C                  0,00C                   100.000,00C             100.000,00C 
TVA SUR ENERGIE / ENERGY VAT                                                       0,00C                  0,00C                     19.600,00C              19.600,00C 
                                                                                        ---------------                 ---------------                ---------------          ------------------- 
                                                                                                   0,00C                    0,00C                   159.600,00C    |        159.600,00C| (A) 
                                                                                                           ----------------  --- 
(B)  --->  FLUX COMMISSION COMPENSATION / CLEARING FEES 
           -------------------------------  
COMM. COMPENSATION / CLEARING FEES                                       0,00C               0,00C            1.000,00D               1.000,00D 
TVA COMM. COMPENSATION / CLEARING FEES' VAT                       0,00C               0,00C              196,00D                 196,00D 
                                                    ---------------     ---------------      ---------------     ------------------- 
                                                                  0,00C               0,00C            1.196,00D    |          1.196,00D| (B) 
                                                                                                           ------------------- 
(G)  --->  FLUX COMMISSION NEGOCIATION / TRADING FEES 
           ------------------------------ 
COMM. NEGOCIATION / TRADING FEES                                             0,00C               0,00C              200,00D                 200,00D 
TVA COMM. NEGOCIATION / TRADING FEES' VAT                            0,00C               0,00C               39,20D                  39,20D 
                                                                         ---------------     ---------------     ---------------      ------------------- 
                                                                                     0,00C               0,00C              239,20D    |            239,20D| (G) 
                                                                                                           ------------------- 
(J)  --->  FLUX COMMISSION LIVRAISON / DELIVERY FEES 
           ------------------------------- 
COMM. LIVRAISON / DELIVERY FEES                                                     0,00C               0,00C              100,00D                 100,00D 
TVA COMM. LIVRAISON / DELIVERY FEES' VAT                                    0,00C               0,00C               19,60D                  19,60D 
                                                                       ---------------     ---------------      ---------------     ------------------- 
                                                                                                                     0,00C               0,00C              119,60D    |            119,60D| (J) 
                                                                                                           ------------------- 
(N)  --->  FLUX GARANTIE / COLLATERAL FLOW 
           ------------------------------- 
DEPOT DE GARANTIE /  
INITIAL MARGIN                                                                                        0,00C                0,00C      2.259.600,00D           2.259.600,00D 
MARGES SUR LIVRAISON /  
CONTINGENT MARGIN                                                                             0,00C                0,00C        100.000,00C             100.000,00C 
TOTAL COUVERTURE EXIGEE JOUR /                                                   ---------------     ---------------      ---------------       ------------------- 
TOTAL MARGIN REQUIREMENTS                                                           0,00C                0,00C      2.159.600,00D    |      2.159.600.00D|  
                                                                                                           ------------------- 
 
TITRES DE TAUX ET/OU CAPITAL AFFECTES /   
BONDS AND/OR SHARES ALLOCATED (**)                                            0,00C               0,00C          900.000,00C             900.000,00C 
DEVISES AFFECTEES / CURRENCIES ALLOCATED                             0,00C               0,00C                0,00C                   0,00C 
ESPECES / CASH                                                                                      0,00C               0,00C          100.000,00C             100.000,00C 
TOTAL GARANTIE VEILLE /                                                                     ---------------     ---------------      ---------------         ------------------- 
TOTAL COLLATERAL (PREVIOUS DAY)                                                  0,00C               0,00C        1.000.000,00C    |      1.000.000,00C|  
                                                                                                           ------------------- 
 
                                                                                                           ------------------- 
APPEL - RESTITUTION ESPECES / CASH BALANCE                             0,00C                0,00C       1.159.600,00D    |     1.159.600,00D | (N) 
                                                                                                           ------------------- 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 A + B + G + J + N APPEL DE FONDS POWERNEXT DERIVES (EUR) / 
                   POWERNEXT FUTURES CASH CALL (EUR) 
                   XXXXXXXXXXXXXX BEFORE 99H99 PARIS TIME 
                   CODE SWIFT-N°CPTE/SWIFT CODE-ACCT NUMBER : 
                                                XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX                           -->>         1.001.554,80D 
 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
(**) Vous trouverez le détail des lignes de titres valorisés après haircut dans l'état de situation financière / Find the detail of  
valued securities after haircut in the financial statement 
 

 
Only cash denominated in EURO may be provided by the clearer to cover Variation Margin. 
 
On Sunday and Monday delivery dates, cash call documents will only show the amount of 
energy to be paid or to be received; and clearing, trading and delivery fees, where it applies. 
 
These fees are calculated at the end of each month and payable on the first following 
business day. 
 
Collateral needed to cover margin requirements (Initial Margin + Contingent Margin) can be 
in the form of cash or securities (listed in section 2). 
 
Delivery Margin does not appear as such in the cash call document: INITIAL MARGIN = 
Initial Margin + Initial Delivery Margin. 
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In the case of an additional upward Margin Call, additional Margin shall be covered by cash 
or securities. 
 
The clearer can transfer eligible assets, other than EURO, to accounts that LCH.Clearnet SA 
opened for this purpose at several central securities depositories, custodians or commercial 
banks. 
 
The Collateral posted by the clearer is allocated or registered in the different guarantee 
accounts held in the name of the clearer. 
 
The assets, that trading members have posted to their clearers as collateral, can only be 
used to cover the open positions contained in the clearer’s client account and not the open 
positions in the clearer’s house account unless it has been agreed otherwise between them. 
 
The deposits of collateral in securities, currencies and EURO to cover margin requirements 
are not mutually exclusive. 
 
When calculating the amount of margin already available within the clearer's accounts, 
LCH.Clearnet SA will take into account these assets according to the following priority rule: 
first, government bonds, then currencies, and finally EURO. Evaluation and haircuts 
applicable to the collateral provided to LCH.Clearnet SA are set forth in section 2.1. 

1.3. Monthly & quarterly flows 
 
Global cash call document shall include daily cash call but also “statement of account” flow 
(each month) and fee flow (each quarter). 
 
Sample of Global cash call document including “statement of account” flow: 
 
                    BANQUE CENTRALE DE COMPENSATION DITE LCH.CLEARNET SA  - 39 RUE CAMBON 75039 PARIS CEDEX 01            PAGE   1  
                                ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                               |                                                                        | 
                               |                    DOCUMENT D'APPEL DE FONDS EN EUR                    | 
                               |                    GLOBAL CASH CALL DOCUMENT IN EUR                    | 
                               |                                                                        | 
                               ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ADHERENT     /  MEMBER      : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                       DATE DE VALEUR/VALUE DATE         : XX/XX/XXXX 
      CODE MEMBRE  /  MEMBER CODE : XXXXX                                 DATE DE BOURSE/TRADING DATE       : XX/XX/XXXX 
 
                                                          -------------------- 
                                                         |APPEL DE FONDS (EUR)| 
                                                         |CASH CALL (EUR)     | 
                                                          -------------------- 
 
(I)       SOLDE ANTERIEUR / 
          CASH AVAILABLE                                                  0,00C                                                
 
(II)      FLUX POWERNEXT DERIVES / 
          POWERNEXT DERIVATIVES FLOW                              1.001.554,80D                                                
 
 (III)     ARRETES DE COMPTES / STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT 
          (CF.TICKET D'AGIOS)                                         1.000,00C                                                
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W = I + II + III 
APPEL DE FONDS TOUS MARCHES/ALL MARKET CASH CALL        >>>       1.000.554,80D 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Y   
APPEL DE FONDS CLEARING FUNDS/CLEARING FUNDS CASH CALL  >>>               0,00C 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
W + Y  APPEL DE FONDS GLOBAL/GLOBAL CASH CALL 
       BANQUE DE FRANCE / 
BANQUE NATIONALE DE BELGIQUE /  
DE NEDERLANDSCHE BANK BEFORE 99H99 PARIS TIME 
       CODE SWIFT-N°CPTE/SWIFT CODE-ACCT NUMBER : 
                                      XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX                           
                                                       -->>       1.000.554,80D 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
 
By paying the amount requested by LCH.Clearnet, the Clearing Member agrees on the terms and conditions of it calculation,  
especially the netting of the amounts due for each market and when applicable, for each Trading Member it clears. 
This amount shall be paid at the latest at BANQUE DE FRANCE / BANQUE NATIONALE DE BELGIQUE / DE NEDERLANDSCHE BANK BEFORE XXHXX PARIS TIME 
on the day of reception of this request. 
Any request for correction of the amount stated in this request, which are been received 5 p.m. on the day of reception of this 
request, will be examined by LCH.Clearnet and, when applicable, taken into account the following Clearing Day. 
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“STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT” flow shall integrate: 
 

 Interest paid by LCH.Clearnet SA on EURO cash deposits provided as collateral, as 
set forth in section 2.3: to be credited on the 3rd business day of the following 
calendar month. 

 Account fees, as set forth in section 2.1: to be debited on the 3rd business day of the 
following calendar month. 

 
 
“Statement of account” flow shall integrate: 
 

 Interest paid by LCH.Clearnet SA on cash deposits provided as Collateral, as set 
forth in section 2.3: to be credited on the 3rd Business Day of the following calendar 
month. 

 Account fees, as set forth in section 2.2: to be debited on the 3rd Business Day of the 
following calendar month. 

 
Sample of Global cash call document including “fees flow”: 
 
 
                    BANQUE CENTRALE DE COMPENSATION DITE LCH.CLEARNET SA  - 39 RUE CAMBON 75039 PARIS CEDEX 01            PAGE   1  
                                ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
                               |                                                                        | 
                               |                    DOCUMENT D'APPEL DE FONDS EN EUR                    | 
                               |                    GLOBAL CASH CALL DOCUMENT IN EUR                    | 
                               |                                                                        | 
                               ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ADHERENT     /  MEMBER      : XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX                       DATE DE VALEUR/VALUE DATE         : XX/XX/XXXX 
      CODE MEMBRE  /  MEMBER CODE : XXXXX                                 DATE DE BOURSE/TRADING DATE       : XX/XX/XXXX 
 
                                                          -------------------- 
                                                         |APPEL DE FONDS (EUR)| 
                                                         |CASH CALL (EUR)     | 
                                                          -------------------- 
 
(I)       SOLDE ANTERIEUR / 
          CASH AVAILABLE                                                  0,00C                                                
 
(II)      FLUX POWERNEXT DERIVES / 
          POWERNEXT DERIVATIVES FLOW                              1.001.554,80D                                                
 
(III)     FLUX COMMISSIONS / 
          FEES FLOW                                                     200,00D                                                
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
W = I + II + III 
APPEL DE FONDS TOUS MARCHES/ALL MARKET CASH CALL        >>>       1.001.754,80D 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Y   
APPEL DE FONDS CLEARING FUNDS/CLEARING FUNDS CASH CALL  >>>               0,00C 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
W + Y  APPEL DE FONDS GLOBAL/GLOBAL CASH CALL 
       BANQUE DE FRANCE / 
BANQUE NATIONALE DE BELGIQUE /  
DE NEDERLANDSCHE BANK BEFORE 99H99 PARIS TIME 
 
       CODE SWIFT-N°CPTE/SWIFT CODE-ACCT NUMBER : 
                                      XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX                           
                                                       -->>       1.001.754,80D 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
 
By paying the amount requested by LCH.Clearnet, the Clearing Member agrees on the terms and conditions of it calculation,  
especially the netting of the amounts due for each market and when applicable, for each Trading Member it clears. 
This amount shall be paid at the latest at BANQUE DE FRANCE / BANQUE NATIONALE DE BELGIQUE / DE NEDERLANDSCHE BANK BEFORE XXHXX PARIS TIME 
on the day of reception of this request. 
Any request for correction of the amount stated in this request, which are been received 5 p.m. on the day of reception of this 
request, will be examined by LCH.Clearnet and, when applicable, taken into account the following Clearing Day. 

 
 
“FEES FLOW” shall correspond to quarterly movement fees, as set forth in section 2.2: to be 
debited on the 10th business day of the following calendar quarter. 

1.4. Cash call documents availability 
 
Cash call documents are made available to clearers every business day from 5:30 am (CET) 
on Powernext’s FTP server. See Chapter 5, part 3.3, for more details on connexion. 
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The cash call of the day can be found in the “Cash Call” directory. As far as the previous 
cash calls are concerned, the corresponding documents are located in the subdirectory 
“Cash Call” of the “Archives” directory. 
 
The companies being both members of Powernext Day-Ahead™ and Powernext Futures™ 
receive every day through the FTP server: 

 A cash call for Powernext Day-Ahead™  
 A cash call for Powernext Futures™  
 A global cash call 

 
The companies being members of Powernext Futures™ only receive every day through the 
FTP server: 

 A cash call for Powernext Futures™  
 A global cash call 

 
In case an additional margin is called, a specific cash call document is created during the 
day. It can be found in the “Intraday Margin” directory.  
 

1.5. Back-office statements availability 
 
Back-office statements are available at the end of each trading session on the FTP server in 
the “Invoices” directory. They are made of the following documents: 
 

 For the clearer: 
 

 A debit or credit note mentioning the summary of the net amounts with VAT (if 
applicable) called for each position account (house or client account for a general 
clearer). In appendix, the debit/credit note will show the same information detailed for 
each position account of the individual clearer  with a distinction between purchases 
and sales indicating the amounts without and with VAT (if applicable). At the end of 
each month, the amounts related to the monthly trading, delivery and clearing fees 
will also be indicated.  

 An information relative to the clearing fees of the day (with a LCH.Clearnet 
header) . For the general clearers, the statement will describe the clearing fees for 
each of the associated trading members.   

 On the last day of the month only, a monthly invoice relative to the clearing fees 
(with a LCH.Clearnet SA header) 

 
 For the trading member: 

 
 

 A delivery statement mentioning the total quantity in MWh of gross sales and 
purchases on Powernext Day-Futures to be delivered the following day with the 
corresponding amount in euros (without VAT). In appendix, the delivery statement 
will show the same information detailed for each position account. 

 An information relative to the trading and delivery fees of the day (with a 
Powernext header). 

 On the last day of the month, a monthly invoice relative to the trading and 
delivery fees (with a Powernext header). 

 On the last day of the month, two monthly invoices: one related to gross purchases 
and the other to gross sales. These invoices show the total quantity in MWh of 
gross purchases and sales for the month, as well as the amount without and with 
VAT (if applicable). In appendix, a statement of the daily purchases or sales and the 
corresponding delivery statements’ numbers is also communicated.  

 
Invoices related to purchases on Powernext Futures™ follow the internal invoicing 
numbering of Powernext SA.  Invoices related to sales on Powernext Futures™, issued 
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by Powernext SA in the name and on behalf of the trading member based on the 
invoicing mandate,  follow the standardised numbering below :  
 

   PWX-<mnemo>-FUT-<YY><MM>-<num> 
 

• PWX for Powernext SA, 
• <mnemo> represents the mnemonic code of the member  
• FUT for Futures Market, 
• <YY> for the year’s number (2 digits),  
• <MM> for the month’s number (2 digits), 
• <num> : value is 0 by default and can be 1, 2, 3 etc… if corrective invoices 

should be issued.  
 

1.6 Back-office Statements Samples 
 

1.6.1. Delivery statement 
 

 

mahuet
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1.6.2. Debit/Credit note 
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1.6.3. Information on Fees 
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1.6.4. Fees Invoices 

 
 Clearing fees invoice from LCH.Clearnet SA 

 
 

 Trading fees invoice from Powernext SA 
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 Delivery fees invoice from Powernext SA 

 

1.6.5. Purchases and Sales Monthly Invoices 
 

 Purchases invoice from Powernext SA 
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 Sales invoice from Powernext SA 

 

 

2 Eligible Assets provided to cover Margin Requirements 
 
LCH.Clearnet SA will accept currencies and securities as collateral to cover initial margin, 
contingent margin and additional margin in the case of an additional upward margin call, as 
follows: 

 EURO cash; 
 GBP cash; 
 USD cash; 
 Debt Securities issued by the French Treasury: Treasury bills (BTF) issued for 13, 26 or 

52 weeks with a minimum nominal value of EURO 100,000; Annual fixed interest rate 
Treasury notes (BTAN) with a minimum nominal value of EURO 100,000; Fungible 
Treasury Bonds (OAT) for a minimum nominal value of EURO 100,000; 

 US Treasury Bills: debt Securities issued by the American state (US) with a minimum 
nominal value of USD 250,000; 

 Bunds: German debt Securities (issued by the Federal state or by the Treuhandanstalt) 
with a minimal nominal value of EURO 100,000; 

 Gilts: debt Securities issued by the British state for a minimum nominal value of GBP 
100,000; 

 Belgian Treasury Certificates (TRC) for a minimum nominal value of EURO 100,000; 
 Belgian Linear bonds (OLO) for a minimum nominal value of EURO 100,000; 
 Debt Securities issued by the Dutch state (DST) for a minimum nominal value of EURO 

100,000; 
 Dutch Treasury certificates (DTC) for a minimum nominal value of EURO 100,000; 
 Debt Securities issued by the Italian state: Treasury bills (BOT and BTP) with a minimum 

nominal value of EURO 100,000; Certificates of Treasury (CCT) with a minimum nominal 
value of EURO 100,000; 
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 Debt Securities issued by the Portuguese state (OTF, OTV) for a minimum nominal value 
of EURO 100,000.  

2.1 Evaluation and haircut 
 
The value of the currencies that LCH.Clearnet SA takes into account is 97 % for USD and 
96.5 % for GBP of the equivalent in EURO, calculated from the currency exchange rate as 
published by REUTERS. 
 
LCH.Clearnet SA daily revalues collateral in Government bonds at their current market value, 
as published by REUTERS. 
 
A discount rate ("haircut"), determined by LCH.Clearnet SA as follows, is applied according 
to the estimated price risk incurred on government bonds used as collateral. 
 

Maturity Class I Class II 
Less than 1 year 
> = 1 and < 5 years 
> = 5 and < 7 years 
> = 7 and < 10 years 
From 10 years 

1 % 
1.5 % 
2 % 
3 % 
5 % 

2 % 
3 % 
4 % 
5 % 
6 % 

 

Class I: the EURO denominated Government bonds (debt Securities issued by the French 
Treasury, German debt Securities issued by the Federal state or by the Treuhandanstalt, 
Belgian Treasury Certificates, Belgian Linear bonds, debt Securities issued by the Dutch 
state, debt Securities issued by the Italian state, debt Securities issued by the Portuguese 
state).  

 
Class II: the Non-EURO denominated Government bonds (US Treasury Bills, Gilts). For 
those Government bonds, the haircuts on the corresponding currencies, as set out above, 
also apply. 

 
In the case of significant volatility in the market or for particular securities, LCH.Clearnet SA 
can, amongst others, take specific measures, concerning all clearers or any of the clearer 
like: 
 

 Modify the discount rate ("haircut"), 
 

 Exclude some securities. 
 
 
The file containing all information relevant to the daily valuation of securities is available at 
the end of each trading session on the FTP server in the “Cash Call” directory. 
  

2.2 Fees related to securities provided as Collateral 
 
Fees related to securities provided as collateral shall be debited as follows: 
 

 Account fees (to be debited on the 3rd business day of each calendar month): 
0.10 % per year on required margin; and 

 
 
 

 Movement fees (to be debited on the 10th business day of each calendar quarter) 
before taxes and per delivery or withdrawal: 
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• Euroclear France: EUR 7 
• Euroclear Bank: - EURO securities:  EUR 14 

 -       USD & GBP securities: USD 20 (assessed 
at the equivalent value in EURO). 

 

2.3 Remuneration of cash deposits by LCH.Clearnet SA 
 
Cash provided as collateral to cover initial margin, contingent margin or additional margin in 
the case of an additional upward margin call shall be remunerated as follows: 
 

 EURO cash: the EONIA rate minus 0.10 %; 
 GBP cash: the Crédit Agricole S.A. (CASA) rate minus 0.30%; 
 USD cash: the Crédit Agricole S.A. (CASA) rate minus 0.375%. 

 
Interest related to EURO deposits shall be credited, on the 3rd business day of each 
calendar month. 
 
Interest related to currency deposits shall be credited, on the 3rd business day of each 
calendar month, to the relevant guarantee accounts opened in the books of LCH.Clearnet SA 
in the name of the counterparty. 

2.4 Procedures 
 
The clearer shall send to the Treasury Department of LCH.Clearnet SA via POWERNEXT 
SA the list of people authorized to sign the following instructions. 
 
 
 
 
DEPOSIT / RETURN of SECURITIES 
 
For each deposit or return of Collateral composed of securities, the clearer must inform 
LCH.Clearnet SA (Treasury Department) by fax, specifying the allocation among margin 
accounts and using forms attached (Appendix 2). 
 
Notifications of movements for value on day D must be received by LCH.Clearnet SA on D-1 
before 4:00 p.m. CET. 
 
In order for securities to be posted on the situation report on D and to become Collateral, 
they must be credited on LCH.Clearnet SA account held at Euroclear Bank (Nr. 94096) or 
Euroclear France (member 340) on D before 12:00 noon CET. 
 
In this case, security deposit could create available cash. Treasury Department will inform 
the clearer and request payment instructions to return these funds on D. The clearer can 
decide to receive these funds through the LCH.Clearnet SA Exogenous System, on D+1. 
 
In order for securities to be posted on the situation report on D+1 and to become collateral, 
they must be credited on LCH.Clearnet SA account held at Euroclear Bank or Euroclear 
France on D before 5:00 p.m. CET. 
 
LCH.Clearnet SA will only do the return of collateral composed of securities on the express 
condition that the clearer deposits other collateral to fulfil its margin obligations and of 
complete execution of any other of its payment obligations to LCH.Clearnet SA. 
 
Maturing debt securities or coupons related to securities provided as collateral shall be paid 
to the clearer as soon as LCH.Clearnet SA has been credited. The clearer may decide to 
request the return of such securities, before the record date, to avoid withholding tax. 
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DEPOSIT / RETURN of EXCESS CASH in EURO 
 
For each deposit or return of excess cash, the clearer must inform LCH.Clearnet SA 
(Treasury Department) by fax. 
 
Notifications of movements for value on day D must be received by LCH.Clearnet SA on D-1. 
 
In order for cash deposits denominated in EURO to be posted on the situation report on D+1 
(Cash call document: (I) AVAILABLE CASH), LCH.Clearnet SA account at Banque de 
France must be credited on D before 4:00 p.m. CET. 
 
PAYMENT INSTRUCTIONS: 
 

- via TARGET:  
SWIFT Code: BACPFRPPXXX 
 

- or via TBF (Transferts Banque de France – French Real-Time Gross Settlement): 
BIC code: BACPFRPPXXX 
CCR: 00000261801 
Bank code: 17519 
 

DEPOSIT / RETURN of USD or GBP 
 
For each deposit or return of USD or GBP, the clearer must inform LCH.Clearnet SA 
(Treasury Department) by fax. 
 
Notifications of movements for value on day D must be received by LCH.Clearnet SA on D-1. 
 
In order for cash deposits denominated in USD to be posted on the situation report on D+1, 
LCH.Clearnet SA account at Crédit Agricole S.A. must be credited on D before 8:30 a.m. 
CET. 
 
In order for cash deposits denominated in GBP to be posted on the situation report on D+1, 
LCH.Clearnet SA account at Crédit Agricole S.A. must be credited on D-1 before 4:00 p.m. 
CET. 
 
 
Standard Settlement Instruction in USD: 
 

56a / Intermediary bank: BKTRUS33XXX (Deutsche Bank Trust Company Americas) 
57a / Account with Institution: AGRIFRPPXXX (Crédit Agricole S.A.) 
57b / IBAN: FR76 3000 6000 0120 1289 4000 047 
58a / Beneficiary Institution: BACPFRPPXXX 

 
Standard Settlement Instruction in GBP: 
 

56a / Intermediary bank: MIDLGB22XXX (HSBC Bank PLC) 
57a / Account with Institution: AGRIFRPPXXX (Crédit Agricole S.A.) 
57b / IBAN: FR76 3000 6000 0120 1289 3200 088 
58a / Beneficiary Institution: BACPFRPPXXX 
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APPENDIX 
1-ECS Reports  

1. Price Report 
business_day commodity commodity_name delivery sett_price 

20040130 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 200402 31 
20040130 EFBMFE 

Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 
200403 27 

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 

200404 25 

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 

200405 46 

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 

200406 46 

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 

200407 28 

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 

200408 28 

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 

200409 28 

20040130 EFBMFE 

Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 

200410 40 

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 

200411 40 

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 

200412 40 

20040130 EFBMPE 
Electricity French Baseload Monthly Physical Exchange 

200402 31 

20040130 EFPMFE 

Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200402 35 

20040130 EFPMFE 

Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200403 40 

20040130 EFPMFE 

Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200404 49 

20040130 EFPMFE 

Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200405 40 

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200406 40 

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200407 44,5 
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20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200408 44,5 

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200409 44,5 

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200410 42,5 

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200411 42,5 

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 

200412 42,5 

20040130 EFPMPE 
Electricity French Peakload Monthly Physical Exchange 

200402 35 
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2. Initial Margin Report 
business_day member sett_account member_code member_name risk_sector risk_sector_name currency long_open_pos_mwh short_open_pos_mwh long_del_pos_mwh short_del_pos_mwh initial_margi

n 
outright_margin spread_margin delivery_margin portfolio_saving 

20040130 XXX M W1003 XXX FBE French Baseload EUR 33120 26208 0 16800 5E+05 34608 76176 352800 8652 

20040130 XXX M W1003 XXX FPE French Peakload EUR 12960 0 0 0 46147.2 57024 0 0 10876.8 

20040130 XXX M W1003 XXX ~~ Total (S/A) EUR 46080 26208 0 16800 501079.2 91632 76176 352800 19528.8 

20040130 XXX ~ W1003 XXX ~~ Total (Member) EUR 46080 28968 0 16800 501079.2 91632 76176 352800 19528.8 

 

3. Profit & Loss margin report 

pos_profile commodity commodity_name delivery lot_size total long_pos short_pos yest_price trade_price del_price sett_price variation_margin contingent_margin delivery_payment trans_type product product_name ticket_id/source trade_id 

NET EFBMPE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Physical 
Exchange 200403 1 

B/F 
Position 120 0 26 0 27.5 29 0 180 0         0 

NET EFBMPE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Physical 
Exchange 200403 1 

New 
Business  0 120 0 0 27.5 29 0 -180 -3300 PDV EFBMPE

Electricity 
French 
Baseload 
Monthly 
Physical 
Exchange   3617927 

NET EFBMPE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Physical 
Exchange 200403 1 

Total 
C/F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0         0 

                                        

                                        

NET EFPMPE 

Electricity French 
Peakload 
Monthly Physical 
Exchange 200404 1 

B/F 
Position 0 5280 35 0 35 36 0 -5280 0         0 

NET EFPMPE 

Electricity French 
Peakload 
Monthly Physical 
Exchange 200404 1 

Total 
C/F 0 5280 0 0 0 0 0 -5280 0         0 
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4. Position report 
business_day member sett_acct member_code member_name pos_acct commodity commodity_name delivery total lot_size long_pos short_pos long_pos_mwh short_pos_mwh 

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload Monthly 
Future Exchange 200404                   720 0 12 0 8640

20040130 CLA M W1003 X XM-P1 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload Monthly 
Future Exchange 200405                   744 0 12 0 8928

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload Monthly 
Future Exchange 200406                   720 0 12 0 8640

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload Monthly 
Future Exchange 200407                   744 15 0 11160 0

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload Monthly 
Future Exchange 200408                   744 15 0 11160 0

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload Monthly 
Future Exchange 200409                   720 15 0 10800 0

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload Monthly 
Future Exchange ~~~~ 

Total 
(Commodity)   45 36 33120 26208

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFBMPE 

Electricity French 
Baseload Monthly 
Physical Exchange 200402                   1 0 16800 0 16800

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFBMPE 

Electricity French 
Baseload Monthly 
Physical Exchange ~~~~ 

Total 
(Commodity)   0 16800 0 16800

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFPMFE 

Electricity French 
Peakload Monthly 
Future Exchange 200404                   264 10 0 2640 0

20040130 CLA M W1003 X XM-P1 EFPMFE 

Electricity French 
Peakload Monthly 
Future Exchange 200405                   252 20 0 5040 0

20040130 CLA M W1003 X XM-P1 EFPMFE 

Electricity French 
Peakload Monthly 
Future Exchange 200406                   264 20 0 5280 0

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFPMFE 

Electricity French 
Peakload Monthly 
Future Exchange ~~~~ 

Total 
(Commodity)   50 0 12960 0

20040130 CLA M W1003 X X-M-P1 ~~~~ ~~~~  ~~~~ Total (P/A)        95 16836 46080 43008

20040130 CLA M W1003 X ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ Total (S/A)        95 16836 46080 43008
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5. Trade report 
 

business_day member sett_acctmember_code member_name pos_acct commodity commodity_name delivery long_pos short_pos trade_price trans_type product product_name ticket_id trade_id 

20031211 XXX M W99999 XXX Futures Ltd French Power SA FBMF French Baseload Future 200410 0 10 25TRADE FBQF French Baseload Quarter Future 3540404 3550254

20031211 XXX M W99999 XXX Futures Ltd French Power SA FBMF French Baseload Future 200411 0 10 25TRADE FBQF French Baseload Quarter Future 3540404 3550254

20031211 XXX H W99999 XXX Futures Ltd French Power SA FBMF French Baseload Future 200412 0 10 25TRADE FBQF French Baseload Quarter Future 3540404 3550254

6. Volume report 
business_day member sett_acct member_code member_name pos_acct commodity commodity_name delivery total trans_type lot_size buy_qty_lots buy_qty_mwh sell_qty_lots sell_qty_mwh

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P1 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200402                   TRADE 696 0 0 50 34800

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P2 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200402                   TRADE 696 25 17400 0 0

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P3 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200404                   TRADE 720 0 0 12 8640

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P4 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200405                   TRADE 744 0 0 12 8928

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P5 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200406                   TRADE 720 0 0 12 8640

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P6 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200407                   TRADE 744 15 11160 0 0

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P7 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200408                   TRADE 744 15 11160 0 0

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P8 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200409                   TRADE 720 15 10800 0 0

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P9 EFBMFE 

Electricity French 
Baseload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange ~~~~ 

Total 
(Commodity)     70 50520 86 61008

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P10 EFPMFE 

Electricity French 
Peakload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200404                   TRADE 264 0 0 10 2640

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P11 EFPMFE 

Electricity French 
Peakload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200404                   TRADE 264 20 5280 0 0
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20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P12 EFPMFE 

Electricity French 
Peakload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200405                   TRADE 252 20 5040 0 0

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P13 EFPMFE 

Electricity French 
Peakload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange 200406                   TRADE 264 20 5280 0 0

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P14 EFPMFE 

Electricity French 
Peakload 
Monthly Future 
Exchange ~~~~ 

Total 
(Commodity)     60 15600 10 2640

20040123 X M W1003 X X-M-P15 ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ Total (P/A)           130 66120 96 63648

20040123 X M W1003 X ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ Total (S/A)           130 66120 96 63648
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7. Market Open Interest Report 

business_day 
commodit
y commodity_name total delivery lot_size open_interest_lots open_interest_mwh

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200402 696 0 0

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200403 743 5 3715

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200404 720 12 8640

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200405 744 12 8928

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200406 720 12 8640

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200407 744 15 11160

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200408 744 15 11160

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200409 720 15 10800

20040130 EFBMFE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Future Exchange Total ~~~~  86 63043

20040130 EFBMPE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Physical Exchange       200402 1 33600 33600

20040130 EFBMPE 
Electricity French Baseload 
Monthly Physical Exchange Total ~~~~  33600 33600

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200403 276 10 2760

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200404 264 20 5280

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200405 252 20 5040

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload 
Monthly Future Exchange       200406 264 20 5280

20040130 EFPMFE 
Electricity French Peakload 
Monthly Future Exchange Total ~~~~  70 18360
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8. Market Volume report 
 
business_day commodity commodity_name delivery total lot_size qty_lots qty_mwh

20040123 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 200402                   696 150 104400
20040123 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 200403                   743 10 7430
20040123 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 200404                   720 24 17280
20040123 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 200405                   744 24 17856
20040123 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 200406                   720 24 17280
20040123 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 200407                   744 30 22320
20040123 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 200408                   744 30 22320
20040123 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange 200409                   720 30 21600
20040123 EFBMFE Electricity French Baseload Monthly Future Exchange ~~~~ Total (Commodity)  322 230486
20040123 EFPMFE Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 200403                   276 20 5520
20040123 EFPMFE Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 200404                   264 60 15840
20040123 EFPMFE Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 200405                   252 40 10080
20040123 EFPMFE Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange 200406                   264 40 10560
20040123 EFPMFE Electricity French Peakload Monthly Future Exchange ~~~~ Total (Commodity)  160 42000
20040123 ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ Total (Market)     482 272486
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2-Treasury Documents 
 
Member’s name 
 
Member code: 
 

Fax n° 33.1.49.27.12.94 
Fax n° 33.1.49.27.17.73 
 
 

D E P O S I T  A N D  R E T U R N  R E Q U E S T  O F  F R E N C H  
T R E A S U R Y  B O N D S  

 
 

 
 
 
 RGV Account at EUROCLEAR France n°340 – Member N° / 00001 
 
 
 
  DEPOSIT UNILATERAL FREE 
  DEPOSIT SELLING / BUYING 

 
  SLAB RESTITUTION (Buying /  
  Selling)  
 

 
Category: 
(BTF, BTAN, OAT) 
 
ISIN code: 
 
Number of Bonds (OAT): 
 
Nominal amount deposited: 
 
Emission rates (BTAN, OAT): 
 
Maturity date: 
 
Trade date: 
 
Settlement date: 
 
Counterpart Name: 
 
-EUROCLEAR France account n°: 
-Member n°: 
-Sub-account n°: 
 
Breakdown per market: 
 Powernext SPOT 
 Powernext Derivatives 
 
Breakdown per sub-account 
 M (house)……………. 
 T (market maker)…… 
 C (client)……………. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Category: 
(BTF, BTAN, OAT) 
 
ISIN code: 
 
Number of Bonds (OAT): 
 
Nominal amount deposited: 
 
Emission rates (BTAN, OAT): 
 
Maturity date: 
 
Trade date: 
 
Settlement date: 
 
Counterpart Name: 
 
-EUROCLEAR France account n°: 
-Member n°: 
-Sub-account n°: 
 
Breakdown per market: 
 Powernext SPOT 
 Powernext Derivatives 
 
Breakdown per sub-account 
 M (house)……………. 
 T (market maker)…… 
 C (client)……………. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

(In accordance with the list left in our Services) Authorized signatory 



Member’s name: 
Member code: 
 

Fax n° + 33.1.49.27.12.94 
Fax n° + 33.1.49.27.17.73 

 
D E P O S I T  A N D  R E T U R N  R E Q U E S T  O F   

U S  T  B I L L ,  B U N D ,  G I L T ,  
T R C ,  O L O ,  D S T ,  D T C ,  

B O T ,  B T P ,  C C T ,  O T F ,  O T V   
 

 
 

LCH.CLEARNET SA account with EUROCLEAR BANK : 94096 
 
T. Bills are deposited on the EUROCLEAR Bank account open in the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York 
on behalf of Clearnet at EUROCLEAR Bank n° 94096 
EUROCLEAR Bank account n°: "Chase NYC/CUST/ACCT G 54115 Euroclear" 

ABA 021000021 
For the US T. Bills restitution, you have to state the whole reference of your account in New York. 
 
  DEPOSIT 

 
  RESTITUTION 

 
Category: 
 
ISIN code: 
 
Nominal amount: 
(currencies) 
 
Emission rates: 
 
Maturity date: 
 
Trade date: 
 
Settlement date: 
 
DKV account 
CEDEL account 
EUROCLEAR Bank account 
Bank name 
Routing number ABA  
Description FED 
 
Breakdown per market: 
 Powernext SPOT 
 Powernext Derivatives 
 
Breakdown per sub-account 
 M (house)……………. 
 T (market maker)…… 
 C (client)……………. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Category: 
 
ISIN code: 
 
Nominal amount: 
(currencies) 
 
Emission rates: 
 
Maturity date: 
 
Trade date: 
 
Settlement date: 
 
DKV account 
CEDEL account 
EUROCLEAR Bank account 
Bank name 
Routing number ABA  
Description FED 
 
Breakdown per market: 
 Powernext SPOT 
 Powernext Derivatives 
 
Breakdown per sub-account 
 M (house)……………. 
 T (market maker)…… 
 C (client)……………. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

(In accordance with the list left in our Services) Authorized signatory 
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3-Contracts codification (GV and ECS) 

1.Powernext Baseload Futures contracts 

Base

Month

Quarter

Year

M1

M2

M3

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

C1

C2

EFBMFE YYYY M1

EFBMFE YYYY M2

EFBMFE YYYY M3

EFBQFE YYYY Q1

EFBQFE YYYY Q2

EFBQFE YYYY Q3

EFBQFE YYYY Q4

EFBCFE YYYY 

EFBCFE YYYY+1 

EFBMPE YYYY M1

EFBMPE YYYY M2

EFBMPE YYYY M3

E=Electricity,    F=France,    B=Base,     M=Month,      F=Futures,      E=Exchange

Q=Quarter,   P=Physical C=Calendar

Before delivery During
delivery

Y (Year), M (Month). 
Ex.: 2005 01 for January 2005
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2.Powernext Peakload Futures contracts 
 

Peakload

Month

Quarter

Year

M1

M2

M3

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

C1

C2

EFPMFE YYYY M1

EFPMFE YYYY M2

EFPMFE YYYY M3

EFPQFE YYYY Q1

EFPQFE YYYY Q2

EFPQFE YYYY Q3

EFPQFE YYYY Q4

EFPCFE YYYY 

EFPCFE YYYY+1 

Before delivery During
delivery

EFPMPE YYYY M1

EFPMPE YYYY M2

EFPMPE YYYY M3

E=Electricity,    F=France, M=Month,      F=Futures,      E=Exchange

P=Peakload,   Q=Quarter,   P=Physical C=Calendar

Y (Year), M (Month). 
Ex.: 2005 01 for January 2005

 
 
 

4. Arborescence of the FTP server opera.powernext.fr  
 

 Archives 
 Cash Calls 

 YYYYMMJJ 
 Clearing reports 

 YYYYMMJJ 
 

 Cash Calls 
 

 Clearing reports 
 

 Intraday Margin 
 

 Invoices 
 

 London SPAN 
 

 Trades 
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5. Latent margin and carried-out margin  
 
For accounting and fiscal purposes, it may be necessary to split the variation margin into a latent 
margin based on the net position and a carried-out margin based on all purchase and sales. Latent 
and carried-out margins can be computed on a daily basis or just before delivery. The example 
below enables a better understanding of this computation.   
 

 On February 23rd 2004, purchase of 10 March 2004 Baseload contracts at 29,1 
€/MWh, equivalent to 743 MWh each (24*31-1 due to the switch to summer time on 
March 28th). 

 On February 24th 2004, sale of 5 March 2004 Baseload contracts at 29,2 €/MWh. 
 The 5 remaining contracts enter delivery at the last settlement price of 31,1 €/MWh 

 
The corresponding variation margin  is reported in the ECS reports. 
 

  Purchase / sale Type of position Lot size Lot # Traded 
price 

Previous 
settlement price Settlement price Variation Margin 

23/02/2004 Purchase New Business      743     10           29,10                  29,00              -743,00  

               Total              -743,00  

24/02/2004 Purchase B/F Position      743     10                  29,00                 30,10            8 173,00  

24/02/2004 Sale New Business      743       5           29,20                  30,10           -3 343,50  

               Total            4 829,50  

27/02/2004 Purchase B/F Position      743       5                  30,10                 31,10            3 715,00  

               Total            3 715,00  

                  

               Total            7 801,50  

 
It can be split as shown below: 
 

 
Variation Margin Latent margin Carried-out 

margin 
    

            -743,00      
Total 

            -743,00          -743,00              -    
 

          8 173,00      
 

         -3 343,50      
Total 

          4 829,50        4 458,00        371,50  
 

          3 715,00      
Total 

          3 715,00        3 715,00              -    
 

      
Total 

          7 801,50        7 430,00        371,50  

 
The carried-out margin corresponds to the profit or loss made on intermediate transactions, ie: 5 x 
743 x (29,2-29,1) = 371,50 €/MWh.  Depending on the country accounting regulation, the initial 
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trading price can be determined on a first-in first-out basis (FIFO) which implies to take into 
account the first transaction price as the initial trading price or on a pro-rata basis based on the 
average trading price of the transactions.  
The latent margin corresponds to the re-evaluation at the current market price of the net position, 
ie : 5 x 743 x (31,1-29,1) = 7 430 €/MWh. 
 
The total variation margin called by LCH.Clearnet SA. is the sum of all latent and carried-out 
margins.  
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6. Glossary 
 
 
 
Additional margin : Intra-day margin resulting from the recalculation of risk exposure. in case a 
clearer defaults. 
Balance of the month: Delivery period starting from one day-ahead until the end of the current 
month. 
Balance responsible contract: Contract Participation agreement between Réseau de 
Transport d’Electricité (RTE) and a market participant whereby the latter commits itself to follow 
the Rules relative to the Balance Responsible entity scheme. 
Balance Responsible Entity: Any physical or legal entity that guarantees to RTE the settlement 
of imbalances relating to itself and/or any client that may arise within its perimeter.  
Baseload: Characterizes a load type of constant energy delivery/ energy procurement over 24 
hours of each day of the delivery period. 
Business day : Business day of the Banque de France’s TARGET calendar. 
Clearing fees : Fees charged by LCH.Clearnet SA to the clearers corresponding to 0,015 
€/MWh and payable on the first business day of the following month. 
Clearing Master agreement (EFET Master Agreement) : Master agreement approved by the 
EFET signed by the clearers and LCH.Clearnet SA to allows the implementation of the central 
counterparty 's guarantee. 
Client position account: Account on which are allocated the transactions made by the client of 
a general clearer (a trading member). The position account is managed on a net basis. 
Client settlement account : All client position accounts are aggregated into a single client 
settlement account.  
Collateral : Any security, or cash transferred outright to LCH.Clearnet SA in order to secure the 
performance of the clearer's obligations.  
Contingent margin: The contingent margin is equal to the difference between the last 
settlement price and the BOM price multiplied by the position in delivery. 
Daily settlement price : The price established by the exchange at the end of a trading session 
that will be used in margin calls calculation.  
Delivery fees : Fees charged by Powernext SA to the clearers corresponding to 0,02 €/MWh 
and payable on the first business day of the following month. 
Delivery period: The delivery period consists of a specific period and load type (baseload or 
peakload). 
Delivery rate: The delivery rate as basis value per contract is 1 MW during each hour of the 
delivery period. 
Direct External-System Participant - DESP: A word referring to the clearer in the DP-DESP 
contract implementing financial flows between LCH.Clearnet SA and the clearers. 
ECS: Clearing system implemented by LCH.Clearnet SA for the transactions on Powernext 
Futures™.  
Financial settlement: The settlement of a contract through payment of the cash equivalent of 
the profit or loss as opposed to the physical delivery of the underlying instrument. 
General clearers: General clearers are clearing their proprietary account and their clients’ 
(trading members), they must be Investment Services Providers. 
Global Vision: Trading system implemented by POWERNEXT SA for the transactions on 
Powernext Futures™. 
House position account: Account on which are allocated the transactions made by the 
individual or general clearer for its proprietary account. The position account is managed on a 
net basis. 
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House settlement account: All house position accounts are aggregated into a single house 
settlement account.  
Individual clearers: Individual clearers are clearing their proprietary account and do not need to 
be Investment Service Providers. 
Initial delivery margin: Initial delivery margin is collected in the form of short and long delivery 
margins. These delivery margins reflect the possible price difference between the settlement 
price of the futures and the Day-Ahead market price for power. The delivery margins are 
characterised by the spot top up rates.  
Initial margin : The initial margin is the sum of the outright margin and the spread margin, to 
which may be applied a commodity saving if the clearers holds apposite positions on baseload 
and peakload contracts. The initial deposit is calculated separately for baseload and peakload 
positions.  
Last settlement price : Price determined by the exchange on the last trading day and used to 
calculate the invoicing amount paid for the delivered electricity. 
LCH.Clearnet Ltd: LCH.Clearnet Ltd provides the technical and functional softwares necessary 
to perform LCH.Clearnet SA’s guarantee.  
LCH.Clearnet SA: LCH.Clearnet SA, a credit institution under French law, is the central 
counterparty for Powernext Day-Ahead™ and Powernext Futures™ transactions. 
Long position: Buying position. 
Long/Short Delivery Position: Long or short position in delivery on the current month (in 
MWh). 
Month position: No matter what the delivery period of the contract traded is (Month, Quarter, 
Year), all transactions are converted in month positions and recorded as such in the clearing 
system.  
Net position: Position resulting from the balance of purchase and sales. 
Nominal: The contract nominal is equal to the delivery rate multiplied by the number of hours 
the delivery period consists of. 
Nomination: Powernext SA's daily declaration to Réseau de Transport d’Electricité (RTE) 
concerning the purchases and sales undertaken on Powernext®. 
Novation: The process by which LCH.Clearnet SA acts as the intermediary between the buyer 
and the seller. 
Open interest: All members open positions at a given time. 
Order book : The totality of limit orders submitted by the market. 
Outright Margin: The outright margin is equal to the total net position by settlement account 
multiplied by the Spread MarginScanning Risk  Parameter. 
Payment Participant – PP: An establishment with a central settlement account at the Banque 
de France which carries out settlements on its own behalf, or on behalf of a Powernext® 
member with whom it would have a contractual agreement.  
Peakload: Load type corresponding to a delivery from Monday to Friday, 8:00 am to 8;00 pm 
during the delivery period.   
Physical delivery: Daily nomination of Powernext SA to Réseau de Transport d’Electricité 
(RTE) of the positions to deliver, on the perimeters of the corresponding Balance Responsible 
Entities. 
Portfolio saving rate: The parameter is determined by the correlation between the price 
differences of base and peakload contracts. 
Portfolio saving : the commodity portfolio saving provides an offset between contracts taking 
into account the relation between baseload and peakload contracts. The reduction is equal to 
the minimum of the baseload outright position and the peakload outright position multiplied by 
the corresponding scanning risk parameter and the commodity saving rate.  
Posting: Allocation of transactions to the corresponding position account. 
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Quotation provider : A trading member, who simultaneously puts in a bid and ask order to 
ensure basic liquidity. 
Réseau de Transport d’Electricité (RTE): The French electricity transmission system operator 
(TSO). 
Scanning Risk parameter: This parameter corresponds to the two-day (absolute price 
variations) price differences of monthly contracts at the 98%a standard probability level for 
baseload and peakload. 
Short position: Selling position 
Spot top up rate: rate applied on long and short delivery positions to compute the initial delivery 
margin during the delivery period. The rates are set using the one-day price differences of the 
Powernext Day-AheadTM contractsBOM (“Balance of the month”) at the 98% standard probability 
level.  
Spread Margin : The spread margin is equal to the minimum of long and short position 
multiplied by the Scanning RiskSpread Margin parameter. 
Spread Margin parameter: The spread margin parameter is set based upon the absolute 
relative differences between the two-day returns (absolute price variations) of two expires on 
one business day at thea standard probability 98% level for baseload and peakload. 
Tick: Smallest unit by which the price of a futures contract can change. 
Trading Agreement: Contract signed with POWERNEXT SA whereby the signatory becomes a 
member of Powernext Futures™ and agrees to comply with the market  rules.  
Trading fees : Fees charged by Powernext SA to the trading members corresponding to 0,005 
€/MWh and payable on the first business day of the following month. 
Underlying: Instrument on which a futures contract is based. 
Variation Margin: the margin is equal to the difference between the daily settlement price of the 
corresponding month and the settlement price of the previous day, multiplied by the position. 
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 Contacts 

 
 Powernext S.A.  

 
25, rue Louis Le Grand 
75002 PARIS 
Tel. +33 (0)1 73 03 96 00  
fax +33 (0)1 73 03 96 01  

 
www.powernext.fr   
information@powernext.fr 

 
 
 
 

 Market Operations  
   

Tel. +33 (0) 1 73 03 96 26 
futures@powernext.fr 
 
 

 Sales 
Thierry CAROL : 33 (0) 1 73 03 96 04 
 t.carol@powernext.fr   
Richard KATZ : 33 (0) 1 73 03 96 02 
r.katz@powernext.fr 
Philippe CHAUVANCY : 33 (0) 1 73 03 96 03 
p.chauvancy@powernext.fr 

 

 

 




